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The focus of this thesis is Greece after the 1967
Colonels' Coup. After an analysis of American responses

to military coups among allies since 1949, the Greek

situation is explored in depth. Emphasis is given to

Congressional and Executive infighting and bureaucratic

interpretations of policy. The two presidents who dealt

with the Colonels are studied for personal reaction.

Sources include the New York Times and its Index,

the Department of State Bulletins, current Greek history

books, Congressional Hearings and other documents relat-

ing to Greece. Major conclusions are that Congressional-

Executive infighting produced a meandering non-policy

toward Greece, and there was a difference in Johnson's

and Nixon's reaction with the latter being more pragmatic

verbally but less effective factually.
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CHAPTER I

RESPONSE TO THE MILITARY COUP;

POLICY DILEMMA

"Our nation, born because of the dedication of its

people to liberty and justice, has sought consciously to

achieve a just and universal peace in freedom for all

people."1 President Eisenhower's statement, couched in the

idealism consistent with his public speaking style, spells

out an approach, whether consciously or unconsciously,

which is probably in agreement with domestic popular concept"

tions of American foreign policy. Yet this statement

embraces a note of evangelical fervor which may or may not
be practical for the United States in the modern world.

The Truman Doctrine, as the keystone of Americals

post-World War II foreign policy, interprets totalitarian

Communism as the chief adversary of the American system.

By its very nature Communism carries with it an expansionist

posture easily reconcilable with the basic philosophy of
Marxiam, The Marxist of any nation can hold the conviction

Dwight D. Eisenhower, Mandate forChage, (Garden City,1963), pW. 17
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that history is his ally and that Marxism will eventually
prevail over the world. To this end, Marxists, some in a
direct fashion and some with deceptive lethargy, evangelize
the doctrine of Marx with a quiet confidence of eventual

victory.

Comparatively, democratic thought cannot draw on a
conviction that history is an ally, and there is no inherent
demand in the belief system of democracy to expand govern-
mental freedom to all the world. Yet, Americans have tended
to think of themselves as exporters of democracy, individual
dignity, and freedom.

Assuming that the United States is the logical choice
as the crusader for democracy, results of the crusade have
not been highly successful. Though often seeded with high
sounding phrases, the manifest destiny movement of the last
century was blatant expansionism and brought democracy only
for Americans in the lands which came under American control.
In the present century, Woodrow Wilson's war to "Make the
world safe for democracy" struck a note of piety and military
zeal, but soon, with the war won, the United States retreated
into isolationism.

Only after a second vast and bloody war did America2

seem to be willing finally to take up the crusade to export

2 Tn order to avoid endless repetition, the term "America"though not absolutely precie3 will be used as a synonym forthe United States and all derivatives.
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freedom and democracy to the world as the chief proponent
of that idea. Even then the concept was represented in a
defensive stance which is perhaps the greatest problem
with trying to sell the world on the democratic idea To
impose the democratic model on a people would require
methods which are not in accord with the democratic idea,
whereas the Communist system is comfortable with at least
temporary imposition of the total system, Dictatorship is
justifiable to the Marxist since all roads lead to the
eventual goal of the stateless society,

In 1947, speaking before the Congress of the United
States, President Truman inaugurated an era of aggressive
democracy when he said, "We shall not realize our objectives,
however, unless we are willing to help free peoples to main-
tain their free institutions and their national integrity
against aggressive movements that seek to impose upon them
totalitarian regimes,"3 Americans were then willing, under
the Truman Doctrine, to defend that which they considered
"free institutions" and to help those who were considered
"free peoples, " Congress responded firmly with money and

3ni to Greece and Turkey" UnitedStatesDepartentStte buletin.. IVI, (May 4, 147, 3J
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bipartisan resolve, and a new foreign policy was born, The

policy was defensive in nature perhaps, but nonetheless Amer-

ia was willing to go outside of itself to gain converts

rather than to sit by and watch the world become the province

of another ideology.

In short order America committed itself to mutual

security pacts and multi-lateral defense agreements, but

there seemed to be a very broad interpretation of the terms

free peoples" and "free institutionsitt In the era of the

Vietnam War, the foreign policy of the United States came

under close scrutiny by the Congress, for reasons of its

power vis-a-vis the executive, by the public staggered

psychologically by the war, and by vocal idealists who

believed that if the United States stood for democracy, it

should not commit itself so heavily to nondemocratic states,

The question appears to be whether the United States should

try to influence the internal affairs of its allies, steadily,

if gently, urging them toward democracy, Actually, since the
advent of the Truman Doctrine, there seemed to be no firm

policy demanding democracy from allies in deed as well as

word. Stability appeared to be the more stringent demand,

An observation of the democratic performance of allies during
the post-World War II eratshould justify that statement,



Perhaps the most visible failure of democracy occurs
at that instant when the military officer corps feels that
it is necessary to pronounce itself against the legally

constituted authority of the state, The phenomenon of the
military coup among allies is a problem America has had to
contend with through the period of the efficacy of the
Truman Doctrine and on into the 1970's and the Nixon Doctrine,
How should the world's leading democracy conduct itself toward
these obviously non-democratic manifestations? if public and
political statements are to be believed, allies whose demo-"
cratic institutions cease to function should be dropped from
good standing until they create or recreate democratic
institutions, In fact, a far more pragmatic approach, that
of' accepting any stable ally which claims to be anti-communist,
is the more obvious course of action,

There have been numerous democratic failures among
American allies, but a detailed look at all such failures
is not within the scope of this thesis, It should be help-
ful to look briefly at those failures among allies bound up
in the great alliance systems, The numerous bilateral agree-
ments need not be considered because quite often these are
supplementary to the overriding alliance system, Such agree,
ments outside of major alliance systems would seem to reflect
mutual need also,. For example, the 1953 Mutual Defense

5



Agreement between the United States and the Republic of

Korea contains in its preamble no obligations for the parties
to seek high ideals in government,4 Mutual survival is the
norm and no admonition for either state to support democracy
is present at all.

On the other hand, the NATO, SEATO, and OAS organiza-

tion documents not only provide for mutual defense but have
preambles which contain certain encouragements toward liberty
and democracy, The OAS preamble states that the partieipatm
ing nations agree to do so, "Convinced that the historic

mission of America is to offer to men a land of liberty, and
a favorable environment for the realization of his aspira-
tions," 5 The SEATO preamble states that the involved states

.(desire) to strengthen the fabric of peace and freedom
and to uphold the principles of democracy, individual liberty,
and the rule of law," 6  Similarly, the NATO pact preamble
states that the participating nations' ar

1 .3 - ae determined

to safeguard the freedom, common heritage, and civilization
of their peoples, founded on the principles of democracy,

individual liberty and the rule of law,"7 It should be

OuitdStates Treaties and Other Interntoa
Aar e e n X W s g n T It,:T r e rnvoo nal

5 United tes ?rgies,, I, 2416,

6UnitedStates Treaties, VI, 82.

Unites and Other international A reements f hof Ameri-,ca, 1j1J1, 6, (Va 1iiiigto nFo
li 7o s , 6 .#1

6
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noted that these ideals were tempered at the birth of these

pacts by the signings of such dictatorships as Argentina

and Portugal.

With such idealistic statements a part of the core of

the major alliance systems, the expected reaction to military

coups among allies bound to the organization might be condem-

nation or intervention. As intervention is ruled out in the

body of the charter in each case, condemnation is still a

viable option. Table I, following, demonstrates that from

the year 1951 through 1973, the period beginning with Ameri-

can ratification of the OAS pact, a total of forty-two

successful military interventions into the normal political

process of member nations have taken place. This total in-

cludes coups against time legalized dictatorships since such

systems had become the normal and internationally accepted

political process. Included also are military forced resig-

nations which brought no constitutional changes internally

but were obvious interruptions of the normal flow of political

events. However, the Cuban Revolution of 1959 is not included.

As a matter of Judgment, the Castro movement was beyond the

level of a simple coup and was more a social revolution. Also

excluded are the numerous states of siege declared by consti-

tutional governments thus altering their processes to a

dictatorial form. Though in practice these dictatorships
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were just as heinous as military coups, their processes

for achieving power were carefully more legitimate.

During the period 1954 through 1973, there were six

military interventions into member governments of the SEATO

Pact, For the purpose of this study France will always be

considered with the NATO Pact since its seniority rests

with that body. From 1949 through 1973 there were five

unscheduled changes of government in the NATO nations.

As might have been expected due to age, wealth, and

tradition, the most stable area was the North Atlantic

coalition, The most unstable governments were in the West-

ern Hemisphere. Respective stability is not the concern of

this study however, though it may have a bearing on the

question of the policy that results when instability does

occur.

A look at Table II shows that during the existence of

the OAS, five presidents have directed the foreign policy

of the United States. There were three coups in the OAS

during the tenure of Harry S. Truman, fourteen while we

were under Dwight D. Eisenhower, ten under John F. Kennedy,

six while Lyndon 13, Johnson was in office, and nine under

Richard i. Nixon. The SEATO alliance system during the

terms of four United States presidents has suffered all
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five of its coups while Republicans Eisenhower and Nixon

were in office. NATO Has functioned during the tenure of

five American presidents, and coups among NATO allies

occurred during the Eisenhower years twice, once during the

Johnson presidency and twice while Richard Nixon was in

the White House.

There seems to be no real trend indicated in the.,

information shown above, but one can surmize that massive

amounts of economic and military aid have not served to

lend stability or encourage democracy in those allied states

which had not already achieved such stability before receiv-

ing aid. This assumption is based on the idea that democratic

stability is truly a goal as outlined in the three treaty

documents.

If the United States is called upon by her ideals and

by treaty language to help influence the growth of democracy,

and yet active intervention is a violation of sovereignty

denied by treaty language, the only tools available are

suspension of relations and the manipulation of direct aid.

The tables, following, indicate the elapsed time between the

successful changes in government in a coup incident and the

resumption of recognition and/or normal relations and in

most cases resumption of aid. These intervals range from no
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suspension of recognition to a suspension of 132 days. No

suspension in relations at all usually was the case in

"in house" rebellions when one general put another to flight

and assumed the leadership of the junta, or, as in the case

of Brazil in 1954, the military forced a resignation of the

constitutional head of state and then- allowed his constitu-

tional successor to take his place, thereby avoiding a

total interruption of the political system.

Considering the fifty-two listed incidents of domestic

military intervention into the political process, the average

elapsed time between coup and American recognition was about

seventeen days* A delay of an average of two plus weeks for

recognition or resumption of normal relations does not indi-

cate a conscious plan on the part of the United States to

use that technique to encourage the development of democracy.

A delay of that length more likely indicates a concern about

the stability of the de facto government than the idea of

encouraging of democracy. The two weeks delay might give

observers enough time to deter iwne if the military can

maintain order,

Pursuing the charted facts demonstrates certain ten7

dencies as far as the chief executives of the United States
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TABLE III

AIAERICAN RECOGNITION INTERVALS AFTER MILITARY COUPS1 0

OAS
IncfdentY 'e' n Suspension

Argentina

Bolivia,

Brazil
Chile
Colombia

Cuba
Dominican Republic

Ecuador

Guatemala

Haiti

Honduras

Panama

Paraguay
Peru

1955
1955
1962
1966
1970
1971
1951
1952
1964
1969
1970
1971
1954
1973
1953
1957
1952
1962
1962
1963
1965
1961
1963
1966
1972
1954
1957
1963
1956
1957
1957
1956
1963
1972
1968
1969
1954
1962
1968

4
4

21
17

0
0

23
54
32
14
!7
9
0

13
5
7

17
2*
0

81
132

0
20

0
0

6
17
18

0
65

6
73

0
33

0
5

30
22

Tr ri urrIr -D rtr i.riNation --

- -- --- -- --- -- -- n - - ir---r-ru- -. rT. -m 1r--r
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TABLE III--Continued

A14ERICAN RECOGNITION INTERVALS AFTER MILITARY COUP$

Nation nient Susp
Year ba s

Salvador

Venezuela

1960
1961
1958

38
21

5

*Original coup was successful for two days, gain-
ing no recognition, Countercoup restored original
government which continued under its established
recognition pattern

SEATO

Nation Incident Suspension
Year Days

Pakistan 1958 0
1969 0Thailand 1957 0
1958 0
1971 0

NATO
Nation Incident Suspension

Ye'ar'a

France 1958 0
Greece 1967 50

1973 10
Turkey 1960 3

1971 0

10New York-1e cotr T me s InIe 9.vl
19Qd country topics, 1949-

1973,



are concerned. Dealing with three coups in the OAS, Pres-

ident Truman took an average of 31.33 days to recognize

new governments. President Eisenhower extended recogni-

tion of new governments after considering the move an

average of 13,00 days in the OAS coups, President Kennedy

waited an average of 26.4 days, President Johnson an average

of 47.66 days, and President Nixon averaged 5,8 days in

granting recognition.

There was no lag time in recognizing the new power

structure in any of the SEATO coups, all of which came

under the Republicans Eisenhower and Nixon, In NATO,

Eisenhower suffered no break in the Gaullist coup of 1958,

and he allowed only a three day break for Turkey in 1960,

Nixon allowed no break in the Turkish coup of 1971, and

ten days for the Greeks in 1973. However, President Johnson

withheld recognition from Greece in 1967 for fifty days*

Without deeper study, these statistics seem to indicate

that Democratic Presidents appear to be more hesitant in

recognizing military governments among American allies than

Republican Presidents are, This may or may not indicate a

greater commitment to ideology by Presidents Truman, Kennedy,

and Johnson, or these averages for the Republicans may be

diminished by particular situations, It is apparent, however,
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that there have been few real efforts to force the rhetoric

of evangelistic democracy to fit real situations of the

times.

Kenneth Bode in a 1970 article in the Political

Science Quaterl assessed the American policy toward

Latin American allies in the following manner,". . .the

direction of United States diplomacy in response to military

overthrows of legally constituted governments has been

subject to 'meanderings of policy' reflecting the varying

whims of the policymakers."11 Bode also maintained that

the tendency has been to recognize the de facto government

regardless of its path to power. One deviation from the pat-

tern noted by Bode was the early operation of the Alliance

for Progress under John Kennedy. At least verbally, Kennedy

seemed determined to extract promises of free elections

before recognition would be extended to the de facto govern-

ment, but under Johnson this requirement was largely foregone.
12

Still persistent politically is the cry for America to live

up to its principles and to drop non-democratic allies from

the list of aid recipients. For those who believe in strict

interpretation of the ideological framework of the system, a

sudden non-democratic change, like a coup d 'etat, is an

ideal justification for ceasing aid.

lKenneth Bode, "Latin American Diplomat's Views on U. S.

Policy," Political Science quarter, LXXXV, (September, 1970),
472.

1 2Ibid. pp. 474-476.
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Those most directly concerned with the problem are

those responsible for the aid program. Congressmen are in

the ideal position to exercise controls over aid and to be

most vocal about its use and abuse. Referring to the Greek

coup of 1967, Representative Benjamin Rosenthal (Democrat,

New York), while chairing the Subcommittee on Europe of the

House Committee on Foreign Affairs, said in 1971:

Our determination to keep our alliance strong
has been of overriding importance to us. In the

name of that determination, we have supported
governments whose legitimacy we questioned and
whose behavior we abhor. Greece and Spain, two
countries immediately associated with NATO, have
governments which have been the subject of consid-
erable criticism from within those countries, from

other members of NATO a from important elements
within our own country.

In the preceeding overview of military coups among

American allies, one event ties itself conspicuously to the

very origin of modern American foreign policy, the birth of

the Truman Doctrine. That event was the Greek military

coup of 1967. The coup occurred on April 21, 1967, and

relations between the United States and Greece resumed

eight days later. However, relations again were suspended

in December with King Constantine's abortive counter-coup.

This time the suspension totalled fifty days. Resumption

13Greece, Spain, and the Southern NATO Strategy,
Hearingsbefore t eSuF~~committee on Europe of the Committee
on Foreign Affairs House of Representatives, (Wasihington,
1971), p. 1.
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of relations, at least openly, was tempered by limits on

aid to this important NATO member.

Considering the timing of the Colonels' Coup in Greece,

when the United States was in the middle of its involvement

in Vietnam and when Congress was beginning to question its

role vis-a-vis the executive, the likelihood exists that,

aside from the obvious real concern of many idealists, Greek

relations became a political football. Assurances that the

coup was to prevent a communist take-over and that free

elections were to follow came shortly from the Colonels who

led the coup. This type of disclaimer and reassurance seems

to be common to most of the coups, but cries for intervention

were heard from many areas. Even Senator J. W. Fulbright

(Democrat, Arkansas) reflecting his early stand on the

Vietnam issue, had an editorial placed in the Congressional

Record suggesting that the Truman Doctrine could be used to

justify intervention to restore democracy to the free peoples

of Greece because it had been denied them by those who wished

to impose totalitarianism.14 The Senator may not have been

totally serious, but there arose an element of Congress

determined to unseat the Colonels despite previous verbal

dedication to non-intervention,

14ConressIonal Record, (May 3, 1967), CXIII, 90th

Congress, lt Session,7~(ashington, 1967), 11,539.
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Since it is obvious that the previous policy of the

United States called for recognition of de facto govern-

ments relatively quickly, with few restrictions on aid,

the case of the Greek coup represents a departure from

standard reaction, especially since Greece occupied such

an important position in NATO. A study of the Colonels' coup

and American reaction to it, both in the immediate and long

range, should provide some insight into the phenomena of

military coups in democratic states allied with the United

States. Contingent to this study of policy reaction is the

foreign policy ramifications of the clash between the Presi-

dent and the Congress. Also to be noted, since the Greek

crisis actually extended into the Nixon administration, will

be the comparative reactions of the Democratic and

Republican Presidents to the Greek problem.

Before dealing directly with the Greek coup, it is

necessary to establish the historical framework within which

the incident occurred. The concern is not primarily the

situation in Greece, but the relationship between the United

States and Greece at the time of the coup. Since the justi-

fication, or lack of same, of the coup is not the concern of

this thesis, traditional Greek relations with the United

States before April, 1967 need to be established.
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Direct and sustained American involvement in Greece

coincided with the birth of the Truman Doctrine. Great

Britain, traditionally the sponsor of Greece, in a balance

of power system, notified the United States on

February 24, 1947 that British aid to Greece would end on
March 31 of that year because of difficulties at home,15

British withdrawal came at a time when Greece was on the
verge of political and economic collapse due to the weight

of its recent occupation by Germany and to the pressure of

a communist revolutionary group called the EAM.

The likelihood of British retrenchment must have been

suspected by the Greek government because Greek Foreign

iVInibter, Constantine Tsaldaris, visited Washington from

December 19 to December 23, 1946, Ostensibly, the trip was
made in order to appear before the United Nations Security

Council concerning the cessation of aid to Greece by the
United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration

(UNRRA). Minister Tsaldaris, however, spoke at length

with President Truman, the Secretary of State, and the
Secretary of the Treasury. The discussions centered on

DeKousoulas The Price of FreedomGree inor:ts 1939 1 Ty7racuse, T93) 1 b5,
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the end of UNRRA shipments and the attendant consequences

for Greek and American policy. Minister Tsaldaris requested

immediate and long term American aid.16

Aid was already pouring into Greece from several Ameri-

can programs which were in existence at the time. Through

the UNRRA, the United States had contributed most of the

$295,487,600 that Greece received under the UNRRA Program.17

Between October 15, 1944 and December 31, 1946, direct aid

to Greece totaled as follows from previously authorized

sources:

Lend-lease$8 
. . . . . . . - . . . . $$1,500,000

Overseas Foreign Surplus Credit. . . . 45,000,000
Export-Import Bank Credit. . . . . . . 25,000,000l8Maritime Commission Credit . . . . . . 45,000,000

Subsequent to initial requests by Greece for aid, but

prior to the British notification of intended withdrawal,

President Truman had requested loans to be administered by

the United States in the amount of $350,000,000 to replace

UNRRA Relief as an emergency measure.1 9  As President,

16"Conversations with Greek Prime Minister During Visitto U. S.," United States Department of State Bulletin, XVI
(January 5,~19477, 29.

17George Woodbridge, UNRRA, The History of the UnitedNations Relief and RehabiltationTdinis tration~~~(Nie York
1 9--UT 1171-76"7-York,

18"Aid to Greece and Turkey," United States Department
of State Bulletin, Supplement 3SJ, yT 1947), 53

19mn V, ~y-4,5 97;E9Rvolution of Foreign Aid, 1945-1965," Conressional
Quarterly Service, (Washington, 1966), p. 1.



Truman kicked off the new era in peacetime foreign policy
which his doctrine represented in 1947, and he later signed
the aid bill into law meeting the Greek requests. The bill
committed the United States to provide the Greeks with an
additional $150,000,000 in military aid, $20,000,000 for
agricultural rehabilitation, and $130,000,000 in industrial
and financial aid through 1949.20

Money aid, be it internal or international, usually
is accompanied by some form of control. Since the United
States did not want to back loser, the Greek Army was
completely reorganized, the Air Force was expanded, and the
Navy was made more efficient through aid mission efforts.
As of November, 1947, the American military mission consisted
of ninety officers and eighty enlisted men.21  A joint
Greek-American command structure was established, taking
control of the war out of the hands of the civilian politi-
cians. Because of its eventual victory in the Civil War,
the Greek military, to a large degree, became the symbol of
national unity.22

2 0  ~ ~ 1
dgar O'Ballance, The Greek Civi 1  949,(London, 1966), p. 141.

2Ibid.,pp -1514-156.
22
Keith R. Legg, Politics in Modern Greece, (Stanford,1969),3 pp. 190-191.

23
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By March of 1948, Greece had received $71,000,000

worth of equipment including 75,000 small arms, 7,000 tons

of ammunition, and 7,800 trucks and other vehicles.23

As a result of this and subsequent aid, Greece was able to

launch its last and successful offensive against the com-

minists on August 10, 1949.24 Thus, Greece became one of

the true American success stories of the Cold War. The

marriage of the Truman Doctrine and American foreign policy,

having been contracted for in 1947, and the dowry of massive

aid having been aid, was consummated in the elation of

victory in Greece in 1949.

Success militarily seemed to breed success for Greece.

The government of Greece gained democratic stability it had

not known before the Second World War. This stability in

democracy was due in no small measure to the vast amount of

American money rolling into Greece and the controls which

went with it. The Truman Doctrine in operation seemed to be

predicated on the idea that the United States would have

some control over the money and the program in a recipient

country. Threats to end the aid to Greece came when it

appeared that the recipient government was not following a

course conducive to stability. 2 5

230'Ballance, p. 166.

24Kousoulas, p. 181.

25Legg, p. 73.



That the control over the money, programs, and government

existed has been advanced by a number of people and was appar-

ently accepted by a large segment of the Greek populace.

Wayne Vucinich made this point when he wrote in 1949 that:

Current American control, an accompaniment to
extensive economic and military assistance, is
the newest infringement on the sovereignty of the
Greek people, Meanwhile, it has been a stimulus
rather than a detriment to the political and eco-
nomic consolidation of postwar Greece, American
help has saved Greece from becoming a Soviet
satellite and from losing the last traces of her
independence. American control has been responsible
for alleviating, though not eliminating, corruption
and non-parliamentary tendencies of dominant polit-
ical groups, It has not yet made Greece a working
democracy, but it has laid the groundwork for
gradual strengthening of democratic processes*

In Greece there were a few instances of real American

intervention, probably based on determination to control

the use of its aid. An example of direct American inter-

vention occurred in mid 1949. The death of Prime Minister

Sophoulis in June of that year led the American Ambassador,

Henry Grady, to announce publicly that the time was right

to hold new elections. His purpose seemed to be to take

advantage of the situation to get a government which might

be more acceptable to Tito in Yugoslavia, thus paving the

way for exploitation of the Soviet-Yugoslav rift,27

26Wayne Vucinich, "The Tragedy of Modern Greece,"
Current H 711, (November, 1949), 272,

TStephen Rousseas, The Death of Democracy (New York,
1967), p. 91.
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Another incident of American intervention into the

internal affairs of Greece occurred in 1950. Ambassador

Grady stated that he had outlined in a letter in April of

that year that the Greeks had to, "1. . .greatly improve

their government finance and government administration" if

American aid were to be more than mere relief.28  The

implied threat is certainly there, but this incident is

not the most important.

In 1952, a graphic demonstration of American influence

was described as follows, "An American ambassador, acting

for the United States Government, is taking an active and

public part in the internal politics of Greece."29  Ambas-

sador John Peurifoy was the official referred to, and he

declared that the United States was in favor of one group

of politicians over another. This series of events which

clarify control through aid took place between March 14 and

17 of 1952. Rightists favored a mjaority-single-member-

district election system. Centrists tended to favor a simple-

proportional-representative elective system. Ambassador

Peurifoy issued the following statement in the midst of

the controversy:

28,Military Aid to Greece," United States Pp2rtmens ofState Bulletin, XXII, (June 26, U50),1l4bW
9'Does Aid Bring Control," U. S. News and World Rplrt,

XXXII, (March 28, 1952), 4o.
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Because the American government believes that
the reestablishment of the 'simple proportional'
election method, with its unavoidable consequences
of the continuation of governmental instability,
would have destructive results upon the effective
utilization of American aid to Greece, the American
Embassy ?eels itself obliged to make its support
publicly known for the patriotic position of the
Prime Minister Plasteras singe-member-district
with regard to this subject.

This effective and concise statement placed the American

ideal on the plain of Greek patriotism and displayed the

clear threat that American aid might be dependent upon

adopting the "patriotic" position. Subsequent to Ambas-

sador Peurifoy 's public announcement,, single-member-dis-

tricts were adopted within the year for the next election.

It was a logical extension of American policy to

sponsor Greece into America's most important alliance

system--NATO. Greece was America's really big success story

in the Cold War. Naturally it would be proposed by someone

that Greece would fit well in NATO. At the same time, Great

Britain preferred the membership of Greece in a Middle

Eastern organization. However, Great Britain had abdicated

her rights in 1947, and the United States determined Greece's

future positioning.31

30 Theodore Couloumbis, Greek Political Reaction toAmerican and NATO Influence s~,~~ ewHaven 19)p.5
31Kousoulas , p. 184.
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Greece applied for admission to NATO in August of

1951,32 By October of that year, it was announced by the

North Atlantic Council that the protocol for the entry of

Greece and Turkey into NATO was established. The United

States would act as the agent of invitation and accep-

tance,33  The addition of Greece to the NATO family gave

that country more potential sources of aid because its

importance to all of the existing members was greatly

enhanced,. Formal acceptance into the alliance came on

February 18, 1952,34

On October 12, 1953, Greece announced a bilateral

agreement with the United States concerning the military

presence in Greece by the United States, If American pres-

ence in Greece was already a familiar thing to the Greek

government, this accord paved the way for a much greater

physical presence of Americans in Greece. Now many non-

government Greeks would grow accustomed to the American

32Couloumbis, p. 33,

"NAC Releases Protocol Inviting Greece and Turkey To
Join NATO," United States Department of State Bulletin, XXV
(October 22, 1951),t365-651lV ~

34 Kousoulas, p. 189.
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on leave. The terms of the pact granted the United States

the following privileges relating to bases which would be

established:

1. The United States could use roads, railroadsand areas to construct facilities appropriate to theneeds of the two governments in furthering NATO aims,

2. The United States could transport and quarterAmerican personnel in Greece. Americans could circu-late freely. All rates charged Americans in Greecewere to be equal to those rates charged Greeks.

3. Machines and parts imported for the benefitof American bases were to be tax free.

4. The United States could remove the facilities
it builds.

5. Greece agreed to buy all facilities not
removed.

6. United States personnel and families were tobe accorded the rights o 5extraterritoriality in allbut extraordinary cases.

The presence of all American personnel in Greece was sub-

sequently based upon this agreement.

Relations between the United States and Greece con-

tinued throughout the period of the 1950's and 1960's on

an extremely cordial plain. Money flowed freely from

the American aid programs to Greece for the purpose of

repairing the Greek economy, and the United States got

virtually everything it wanted in the way of military

concessions.

35United States Treaties and Other International
A entsWashingonV, 29-219.
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The so-called "Greek Miracle" was the result of the

intensive efforts of the United States to breathe life into

the Greek economy, an economy which was near collapse in

1947. By the mid 1950's the Greek economy was growing at a

rate which varied between 6 per cent and 8 per cent Gross

National Product increase per year. 6  This economy was

supporting by that time an active and important contingent

in NATO.

Certainly American aid was essential to Greek partici-

pation in NATO, but an indication of growing economic

independence might be the proportion of the Greek national

budget spent on the military since such a substantial force

had to be maintained. Theodore Couloumbis, lately a profes-

sor of International Relations at Howard University, depicts

the Greek trend in defense spending as follows:

Year Per Cent of Budg
Spent on Defense

1936-40 30.0
1957 23.9
1958 20.5
1959 18.0
1960 19.2
1961 17.4
1962 15.0
1963 14.3

36 Greece, Spain, and Southern NATO, p. 3.

37 Couloumbis, p. 187.
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Couloumbis' figures indicate a steady decline in the amount

of the Greek budget spent on defense despite the fact that

there was no decline in the responsibility of Greece under

the alliance. During the years 1958 through 1963, American

aid showed a fluctuating decline while the percentage of the

budget spent on defense in Greece declined as previously

noted:

Year American 1d

Totals3d

1958 $143,400,000
1959 89,200,000
1960 116,700,000
1961 42,800,000
1962 34,900,000
1963 85,80oooo

Assuming Greece did maintain a relatively constant

level of military preparedness, decreasing and fluctuating

American military aid and lower percentage spending by

Greece in each year's budget for defense purposes leads to

the conclusion that Greece was following through on all

aspects of the Truman Doctrine by becoming more stable

economically and more capable of contributing to its own de-

fense. Stability was represented by the fact that by 1964

there were only three major parties involved in the elections,
whereas there had been forty-four in 1948.39 Seemingly

Greece was a true success.

38 Ibid., p. 39.

39 Greece, Spain, and Southern NATO, p. 3.
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United States money grants for industrial development

continued until it seemed that these were no longer needed.

There were massive doses of funds until 1966, when all new

commitments to Greece from the AID program were dropped.4 0

Economic aid in the 1950's and 1960's ran as follows:

Year Economic Aid 41
Totals

1949-52 $706,700,000
1953-57 188,000,000

1958 27,700,000
1959 20,700,000
1960 56,6oo,000
1961 20,400,000
1962 46:400,000
1963 48,800,000
1964 24,800,000
1965 27,100,000
1966 700,000
1967 1,700,000
1968 700,000

Under the bilateral agreement of 1953, Greeks began

to see more Americans in their country.& By 1970 there

were several installations in Greece pursuant to NATO

concerns. These consisted of a United States Navy station

at Neu Malari, several installations and port sites in

Crete, including an important weather station, Military

4 o"AID Report for Fiscal 1965 Transmitted to Congress,"
United States Department of State Bulletin, LIV,(February 7,

41
Gre ece , Spoain, and S outhern lATO , p . 4 81.
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Airlift Command facilities in Athens, and storage rights

at Piraes, and the Sixth Fleet had the use of Greek ports.'42

The United States has also taken a special interest in

the Greek Army. Between 1950 and 1969, under the Military

Aid Program, 11,229 Greek officers had been trained on United

States soil and an additional 1,965 had been trained at

United States overseas bases. When one considers that the

normal complement of the officer corps of the Greek Army was

approximately 11,000, the staggering amount of influence

that the United States could have on the Greek military

becomes clear.)

There were other signs of mutual good will. In 1964,

Greece and the United States signed an agreement requiring

Greece to resume its payments of the Greek debt dating from

1929.4 The entire atmosphere of Greco-American relations

seemed clear and undisturbed. Based upon the American dollar

and need, an understanding in fact had arisen. Though in

decreasing amounts, the United States provided money to a

nation saved by aid, thus keeping it as a functioning part

of NATO. Greece received the umbrella of protection provided

42Ibid., p. 114.

43Ibid., pp. 18-19.
44 "United States and Greece Sign Debt Settlement,"

United States Depatment of State Bulletin, (June 15, 1964),
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by NATO, and a reviving and prospering economy helped

Greece reach for stability. On the other hand, the United

States got a grateful and cooperative ally who, as much as

possible, complied with American desires for stability and

growth and agreed to American demands when necessary to

continue aid.

According to Couloumbis, the attitude in Greece had

become, "Nothing ever happens in Greece unless the United

States wants it." 45 It would be easy to go overboard with

this type of reasoning, but large numbers of Greeks appar-

ently subscribed to it. However, this did not stand the

United States in good stead when the Colonels took charge

in 1967. The American Embassy received unwanted credit.

The particular situation in Greece has value for study

in relation to foreign policy making and execution because

of its peculiarity. We have seen that there was a loose

but fairly standard policy of attaching few conditions to

the acceptance of de facto governments when coups occurred.

In Greece conditions were attached, and the whole affair

became very political. Why was so important an ally given

such abnormal treatment? By studying the Greek situation

in depth, this question should be answered. Such a

study should reveal the differences between the responses

of the Republican Nixon and the Democratic Johnson since

Greece, pain, and Southern NATO, o, 3.
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the crisis extended into the presidential terms of both

men. What part did the Presidential ideology play in

executive dealings with Greece? This study should

clarify this point.



CHAPTER II

THE COLONELS' COUP, THE RESPONSE

OF THE INSTITUTIONAL EXECUTIVE

A superpower such as the United States is locked
into an intervening position with all its allies.
Inequality plus contact spells intervention in any
relationship. No matter what the United States does
in the future with respect to Greece, it will be
accused of intervening by some groups. No intervention
at all will be considered either a form of passive
acceptance of the status cuo or support for thg
revisionists, should they have the upper hand.

The fundamental dilemma facing the United States in

its relationship with Greece was thus summed up by Theodore

Couloumbis, a professor of International Relations in the

School of International Service of the American University

in 1971. The reality of the question is often lost in that

which is perceived. As has already been noted, the indige-

nous perception in Greece was that nothing politically

important happened in Greece unless the United States willed

that it happen. To a greater or lesser degree this percep-

tion is probably extant in all of the minor powers under the

sponsorship of the United States or the Soviet Union or at

one time Great Britain and France. With the ideological

base of the United States being as libertarian as it is,

Greece, Spain, and the Southern NATO Strateg, ngs
before the Subcommittee on Europe of the Committee on Foreign
Affairs, House of Representatives,7>asington, l97T, p. 7.
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there is a certain prejudice against intervention and

yet even inactivity is sometimes interpreted as

intervention.

During the heart of the riots of the late 1960's,

many militant organizations used the slogan, "If you're

not part of the solution, you're part of the problem."

The attitude expressed by such statements allows no one the

luxury of being a spectator to any event. It is a very

popular idea among those with an axe to grind in that it

enables one to justify virtually anything to express dis-

agreement with those who are the object of their anger.

By the very act of assuming a role of leadership the United

States opened itself for such criticism. Still, one must

look at the practical side of where does the long-term

benefit lie in the conduct of foreign policy. If the

public perception, however wrong, becomes accepted as a

reality, it must be weighed equally with the current truth

in the determining of policy.

Perhaps there once existed an era when diplomacy could

be conducted in a virtual vacuum, with little need for

justification to a mass public, when nations could move with

caprice from position to position, embracing and disdaining

whoever served the momentary advantage, but the conduct of

foreign affairs, at least in the world's largest democracy,

must now be wider based. Though there are those who would
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still seek to wade through foreign affairs as though they

were operating in a closed system, most nations, even

totalitarian states, find themselves in the position of

having to mobilize mass support for their public policy.

Totalitarian states may find it easier to mobilize mass

support for policy because of their nature, but democracies

must also either adopt popular foreign policies or lead

public opinion to tacit acceptance if not whole-hearted

endorsement of these policies.

For the most part, public support mobilization is

easier in the field of foreign policy than in internal

affairs because of the factors of common goals, common

enemy, and fewer vested interests abroad than at home. As the

Truman Doctrine was inaugurated, so was a bipartisan approach

to foreign policy complete with a common enemy, the Soviet

Union. For the better part of twenty years, Congress and

the public tended to accept most Presidential moves in

foreign affairs as necessary, if not all wise and good. The

Vietnam era and the cynacism that followed have changed this

tendency. Though it may not be a permanent manifestation,

American foreign policy is at least temporarily under a

microscope.

In a period other than one centered around Vietnam,

policy toward a change of government in Greece might not be
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the center of attention. The initial American policy in

Greece did not vary greatly from the policy patterns estab-

lished elsewhere in dealing with military government, but,

because Congressional and foreign reactions became verbally

hostile to the Greeks, the situation became abnormal quickly.

Immediate official American reaction to the Greek coup was

an explanation that the coup came as a result of fear on the

part of the military for the safety of their political

system. Their fear was directed at leftist leaning George

Papandreau, the most likely victor in the May, 1967 elections

which would have come about one month after the coup.2 It

is noteworthy that the first official reaction to appear in

the papers was an apology for the coup, which in an earlier

era would likely have been an accepted justification by an

anti-communist oriented public. The Department of State,

within five days of the coup, announced that the military

aid program to Greece was under review.3 Nothing at that time

was beyond the established pattern of events, it having become

normal to use threats of aid cuts to bring promises of restor-

ation of democracy. The one apparent difference between the

Greek coup and others was that the Colonels who led the coup

had destroyed a functioning democracy.

2New York Times, April 22, 1967, p. 1.

3Ibid. , April 26, 1967, p. 8.
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In a review of military coups while the American

collective alliance systems were in operation, Table IV

which follows shows that there were twenty-three cases of

military intervention which destroyed governments which

had been in existence five years or less, thirteen coups

occurred in governments functioning between five and ten

years, and sixteen occurred in countries which had governments

functioning for ten years or more. Extreme cases of long

established governments destroyed by coups were Colombia

in 1953, Chile in 1973, Dominican Republic in 1962, Panama

in 1969, Greece in 1967, and Turkey in 1960. In each case

the government destroyed had been in existence for more than

twenty years prior to the coup which destroyed it. Previous

assessments as shown in the tables in Chapter One, reveal no

prejudice regarding the length of the established government

destroyed and the post-coup treatment of the junta which

replaced it. In none of the above cases was there a conspic-

uously long waiting period for recognition, and, in some

cases the period of waiting was quite short e.g. Turkey, 1960,

Dominican Republic, 1962. However, apparent deviations in

the policy of quick restoration of normalcy appear in Greece,

1967, and in Chile, 1973 because long term aid restrictions

have been used against these states.
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The Greek system was a functioning democracy as was

Chile when the coups occurred. At least the Greek system

was accepted as a democracy because orderly transitions in

government resulted from free elections. The stability of

that democracy may well have been questioned--it certainly

was by the Greek military--but an investigation by staff

people of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee produced

the conclusion that Greece was indeed a stable and functioning

democracy before the Colonels' coup in 1967. ". . ,between

1952 and 1965 only three individuals served as Prime Ministers;

one of these Prime Ministers--Mr. Karamanlis--was in office

continuously for eight years

By defining a functioning democracy as broadly as

possible as a system in which the constitution provides

for popular selection of decision makers, and one in which

there have been at least two regular executive transfers

under that constitution (however hollow this definition

might be in reality), one finds that during the surveyed

period of the American alliance systems (1949-1973) twenty-

seven functioning democracies or potential democracies were

destroyed by military intervention. As a comparison, by

interpolating the information on Tables III and IV, one finds

Greece, 1971, A Staff Report Prepared for the Use of
the Senate Cormnitee-on Rre nations, Senate,
TWishington1971TTp. l.
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TABLE IV

LONGEVITY AND TYPES OF GOVERNMENTS DESTROYED BY MILITARYINTERVENTION WHILE OPERATING WITHIN MAJOR ALLIANCE SYSTEMS

OAS

r r

Year of
Coup

1955
1955
1962
1966
1970
1971
1951
1952
1964
1969
1970
1971
1954
1973
1953
1957
1952

1962
1962
1963
1965
1961
1963
1966
1972
1954
1957
1963
1956
1957
1957

Time Since Last
Military Intervention

10 years
2 months
6 years
4 years
4 years
1 year
5 years
1 year

12 years
5 years
1 year
1 year
4 years

20+ years
4 years

18 years

32 years
2 days
1 year
3 years

14 years
2 years
3 years
6 years

10 years
3 years
7 years
6 years
1 year
2 months

Nation Evaluation of
the System**

N-F
N-F
N-F
N-F
N-F

N-F
N-F
F
F

N-F
1N-F
F
F
F

N-F
F

N-F
N-F
N-F
-F
F
F

F
N-F
F
F

N-F
F

N-F
N-F

Argentina

Bolivia

Brazil
Chile
Colombia

Cub a
Dominican
Republic

Ecuador

Guatemala

Haiti

I I
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TABLE IV-Continued

LONGEVITY AND TYPES OF GOVERNMENTS DESTROYED BY MILITARY

INTERVENTION WHILE OPERATING WITHIN MAJOR ALLIANCE SYSTEMS

OAS--Continued

Nation Year of Time Since Last Evaluation of
Coup 4itary'Intervention the stem

Honduras 1956 18 years N-F
1963 7 years N-F

1972 9 years F

Panama 1968 20 years F
1969 1 year N-F

Paraguay 1954 5 years N-F

Peru 1962 13 years F
1968 6 years F

Salvador 1960 12 years F
1961 1 year N-F

Venezuela 1958 9 years F

SEATO

Nation Year of Time Since Last Evaluation of

Coup MilitaryIntervention the System**

Pakistan 1958 10 years F
1969 11 years N-F

Thailand 1957 6 years F

1958 1 year N-F

1971 13 years F
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TABLE IV--Continued

LONGEVITY AND TYPES OF GOVERNMENTS DESTROYED BY MILITARY
INTERVENTION WHILE OPERATING WITHIN MAJOR ALLIANCE SYSTEMS

NATO

Nation Year of Time Since Last Evaluation of
Coup MilitaryIntervention the Sytem*

France 1958 13 years FGreece 1967 23 years F
1973 7 years N-FTurkey 1960 20+ years F
1971 11 years F

*No modern history of military intervention.
**N-F = Non-functioning democracy; F = Functioning

democracy or a constitutional democracy with at least two
regular executive transfers.

that the average recognition time for coups which destroyed

demarcation or time legalized functioning governments was

about twelve days, while the average recognition time for

coups dispatching non-functioning democracies was about

twenty-one days. The figures for the latter are inflated

by the Dominican Republic in 1965 which was a result of

Table prepared by consulting: New York Times IndexCharles Taylor and Michael Hudson, WBFfdTHandbook of Politicaland Social Indicators, (New Haven, 19727, and U. S .~PolicyTo ard Latin America ZRecgition and Non-Recognition ofGovernments and Interruptions in Dilomatic RelationsL933-197141
U. S. Department of State, (Washington, 1975)7 all under
country topics.
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United States and OAS action to restore the public order in

that country. Strangely, if any distinction is drawn at all,

it is that the United States has tended to recognize juntas

which have destroyed functioning democracies faster than

those destroying dictatorships or non-functioning democracies.

If NATO is considered alone, there is no appreciable difference

between American reaction to coups destroying democracies or

non-functioning democracies. Most of the coups occurred

within the OAS, where there was little established tradition

of stability or democracy.

The Department of State, despite this apparent lack of

relationship between the type of government destroyed and

continuance of relations, made the appropriate statements

expressing the hope ". . .that the new Greek Government

will make every effort to reestablish democratic institutions

which have been an integral part of Greek political life.116

This statement at least establishes that the United States

officially considered pre-coup Greece a functioning democracy.

Until the adoption of Senate Resolution 205 in 1969,7

the standards for recognition of irregularly established

6"U.S. Reviews Situation in Greece Following Military
Takeover," United States Department of State Bulletin, Vol. LVI,
No. 1455, May 15, 1967, p. 1.

7 Senate Resolution 205 passed in 1969 stated that recog-
nition of a foreign government did not imply approval of the
form, ideology, or policy of that government. Technically
recognition was not interrupted in any coup incident from
this point, but there remained a semi-suspension period until
a call was issued, usually for continued relations.



governments were by practice and tradition that the new

government must have clear authority over its territory, with

substantial acquiescence of its people, that the government

declare intent to honor its international obligations,, and

that the assumption of power had not been externally imposed.

As Kenneth Bode noted, during the Kennedy Administration an

attempt had been made to attach the requirement that the new

government pledge to restore democracy. To be sure the Greek

Government established in 1967 did meet all the established

criteria. The New York Times stated that the junta estab-

lished itself quickly and with little opposition.9 As has

been shown, the coup was interpreted as a rightist movement

taking steps to avoid a communist takeover, and, by May 5, 1967,

the Greek Defense Minister, General Spandidakis, stated that

the NATO role of Greece had actually been strengthened by the

military intervention. Spandidakis at that time also urged

an increase in military aid to the new regime.10 These items

accomplished, Greece had met the previously customary require-

ments for recognition and aid resumption.

8U.S. fPTh XToward Latin America: Recognition and Non-
Recog iton of Governments and Interruptions in Djplomatic
Relations l933J9TTUnited States Department of State
Histohical.TudyJune, 1975, p. 51.

9New York Times, April 25, 1967, p. 4.

10%jbid. May 5, 1967, p . 13.
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Actually the fundamental question of recognition did

not immediately arise in Greece though there was the usual

period of limbo apparently used to assess stability. Since

the American Ambassador was accredited to the King of Greece,

the technicality of recognition was not a problem in April

of 1967. Using this definition of accreditation, full rela-

tions were resumed on April 30, 1967, after a nine day

period of lower level relations. 11A true question of

legality arose with King Constantine's attempted counter-

coup in December of 1967. Constantine's failure to dislodge

the Colonels' junta and his flight from the country created

a question of recognition which had not previously existed.

At that point, December 14, 1967, the Department of State

suspended relations with the Colonels' regime.

The junta had appointed a regent named General Zoitkas

to replace the absent king, and it was necessary for the De-

partment of State to study the Greek constitution in order

to interpret the legality of the move. Relations between the

United States and Greece remained in a state of suspension

until January 23, 1968, when normal relations were resumed.12

lltbid., April 30, 1967, p. 7.

12 United States Reconition of Foreign Governments,
Hearing Before the Committee on Foreign Relations,
Z. shington, 19IWY, pp. 23-24.
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One of the most durable aspects of the relationship

between modern allies has been the system of aid from the

senior members to the weaker members. In a very real

sense, military aid is the heart of an alliance between

unequal powers. In the case of Greece, 1967, regular rela-

tions, though briefly suspended were normalized within a

reasonable amount of time, but the Kennedy tactic of with-

holding aid was activated. The United States let the

Greek Colonels know in this manner that the destruction of

an established European democracy was not appreciated. As

of May 17, 1967 an embargo of heavy weapons was imposed on

goods due Greece under the Military Aid Program.13 Robert

McNamara, the Secretary of Defense at that time, had publicly

warned Greece that aid would be halted if the Greeks did not

return to its constitutional system.14 To further express

dissatisfaction, United States representatives were conspic-

uously absent from ceremonies marking the twentieth anni-

versary of the initiation of the Truman Doctrine.15 Consid-

ering the importance of the Truman Doctrine in Greece, great

significance would be attached to such a slight, and it was

surely an effective statement of disapproval of the existing

regime.

13New York Times, May 17, 1967, p. 1.

14Ibid. May 12, 1967, p. 1.

151bid. May 17, 1967, p. 19.
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Cooperation between the Department of State and the

Department of Defense was essential for any embargo of arms

to be successful. The foreign policy of the United States

by the very nature of the apparatus which administers it is

a multifaceted affair. There exists a dynamic relationship

among the Executive, the Congress, and the bureaucracy.

The President is largely an independent executive in foreign

affairs, but, for money and political support, he is forced

to involve Congress. Both the President and the Congress

are dependent ultimately on their respective constituencies.

Since the inception of the Constitution, there has

existed a dynamic tension between the two elected branches

of the government, each jealous of its own province in

foreign affairs. Fully as important as the interplay of

elected officials is the interrelationship among the

bureaucratic agencies whose function it is to put policy

into force. Policy as stated is sometimes at variance with

policy as executed. Policy can be muted or transmuted by

the massive United States executive establishment. As an

example, John Kennedy discovered in the midst of the missile

crisis in 1962 that American offensive missiles in Turkey

which he had ordered removed were still in place because of

the reluctance of the Department of State to begin the

negotiations necessary to remove them.16

lGErwin C. Hargrove, The Power of the Modern Presidency,
(New York, 1974), p. 125.
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Mass support frequently plays a significant role in

major foreign policy programs also. However, it is prob-

ably safe to say that the existence of a non-democratic

government in Greece failed to stir a vast public opinion

ground swell as the Vietnam War did. One was not as likely

to find questions regarding approval of Colonel Papadoupalos

as Prime Minister of Greece in the Gallup or Harris Polls as

one might find questions revolving around support for the

bombing of Hanoi between 1967 and 1973. Except for Greek

Americans, ideological purists, and certain elite groups

extremely interested in American foreign policy (in many

cases that interest was inspired by the Vietnam War), most

Americans appeared unconcerned with the failure of democracy

in Greece during Papadoupalos' era. There being little

relationship between American Presidential action and public

opinion toward Greece, that the issue developed at all can be

attributed to a Congress invigorated with a concern for its

foreign policy role by theVietnam conflict and to an Executive

who had become defensive of his foreign policy autonomy.

The embargo imposed on military aid to Greece was very

significant since this was the first embargo of equipment

to a NATO ally and Greece was a very strategically located

NATO ally at that. The departure from established policy
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that the embargo represented lasted from late spring of 1967

through September of 1970 with one short relief period during

the Czechoslovak crisis of 1968.1 Embargoed items included

tanks, artillery armored personnel carriers, ships, aircraft,

helicopters, missiles,, and tank ammunition. All other

supplies were continued.18

By July of 1967, the Department of State declared that

it was encouraged by the signs of a return to constitutional

government in Greece and that it was considering easing

curbs on military aid.1 9  In September, however, the Depart-

ment of State announced that it opposed the full resumption

of aid because of a failure on the part of the junta to

demonstrate a real determination to return to constitutional

deiocracv.20 Apparently, at this time, there was a real

determination to use the embargo against a non-democratic

ally. This action was reminiscent of the embargo imposed

on Trujullo while he led the Dominican Republic, though in

that case the embargo was initiated long after the Trujillo

take-over and was done in concert with a break in diplomatic

relations and in cooperation with the OAS organization.21

T7 Greece, 1971,A Staff Report, p.,2.

8GreeeSpain, and Southern NATO, p. 113.
9New York Times, July 7, 1967, p. 2.

20
TIbid., September 7, 1967, p. 12.

21 S
U.-S. LolicL Toward Latin America, pp. 72-73.



After King Constantine's counter-coup in 1967, the

Department of State once again confirmed its intention to

continue a heavy arms embargo against the Colonels in Greece.22

The one crack in the position came when the military moves of

the Soviet Union into Czechoslovakia persuaded the Johnson

administration that it was wise to strengthen even a

distasteful ally.

A new Secretary of Defense, Clark Clifford, brought a

new attitude toward Greece in May of 1968. Secretary

Clifford sought a resumption of full supplies to the Greeks

despite their tardy return to the democratic fold on the

grounds that strategically Greece was too important to allow

the country to remain in a weakened condition.23 The Dominican

Republic, though it endured an embargo also, was in a much less

strategic position. Once the Czech scenario was completed,

the embargo was apparently revised leaving some heavy weapons

under embargo and releasing others.24 However the Department

of State seemed in full charge of the policy toward the Greek

Junta. President Johnson seemed willing to leave it there.

The invasion of Czechoslovakia in the fall of 1968 by

the Soviet Union clearly displayed the way the two super-

powers were inclined to deal with similar problems. The

22 York Times, January 24, 1968, p. 1,
23Ibid. May 18, 1968, p. 14.
24lbid. October 22, 1968, p. 1; February 18, 1969, p. 2.
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Dubeek regime in Czechoslovakia must have been as abhorrent

to the Russians as the Colonels were to the United States.

Occurring as it did in the same historical era, the invasion

of the Czechoslovakian state demonstrated Soviet confidence

in doing most anything to bring a wayward ally back into the

socialist fold, while the United States endured the Colonels

for seven years. The quick decisive stroke of the Soviets

resolved their problem fast and was as quickly forgotten as

the long drawn out policy the United States followed in Greece,

Democracy finds no simple ways to deal with perversions of

the democratic system.

During the Johnson administration, the Congress, while

beginning to resist policy in Vietnam, had not asserted

itself with regard to Greece. As long as President Johnson

maintained an official policy of holding the Greeks at a

distance, giving them enough aid to maintain contact without

resuming full aid and officially urging a rapid return to

constitutional democracy, the Congress seemed satisfied.

Diplomatically there was only one obvious slip during the

Johnson years, that being when Ambassador Talbot entertained

the junta members on the U.S.S. Franklin D. Roosevelt in

February of 1968.25 In attempting to maintain a cold

shoulder while keeping the alliance intact as far as possible,

the Johnson presidency fits readily with the pattern

25 Ibid. February 19, 1968, p. 38.
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established earlier when recognition alone was surveyed.

Democratic presidents apparently have been concerned with the

politics of their allies, at least superficially. They want

democracies to stay democracies.

The initial stages of the Nixon presidency seemed to

follow the Johnson lead regarding policy toward Greece.

The ambassadorial seat in Athens remained vacant from

January 1969 until December 1969. The appointment of

Henry J. Tasca was not made until September 1969, approval

being granted by the Senate in December.26  Public releases

during the interim indicated that full resumption of aid

was dependent on realistic progress toward democracy.27

However, in February of 1969 the New York Times had reported

the delivery of a number of F-104 aircraft, the first since

1967.28 The delivery of these aircraft was followed one day

later by the curious statement by Greek Prime Minister

Papadoupolos that President Nixon understood the importance

of Greek-American friendship and that aid had been resumed

with no particular demands.29

26Ibid. December 20, 1969, p. 7.
27Tbid. September 8, 1969, p. 40.

28
Ibid. February 18, 1969, p. 2.

29 Ibid. February 19, 1969, p. 11.
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A Democratically controlled Congress began to stir a

little over whether a non-democratic Greece should receive

aid and support under a Repbulican President. The Senate

Foreign Relations Committee voted in December of 1969 to

impose new restrictions on United States aid to Greece,30

but the whole Senate overruled the move the following day

45 to 38.31 There were further attempts to alter or make

permanent restrictions on aid to Greece during the tenure

of the Colonels. All such efforts were thwarted either in

the Congress or in the Executive Department.

in September of 1970, the State Department announced the

full resumption of aid to Greece under the M.A.P. program,

" Although the United States had hoped for a more rapid

return to representative government in Greece, the trend

toward a constitutional order is. . .established. Major

sections of the constitution have been implemented. . ..t32

Ambassador Henry Tasca assumed his post in Athens in January

of 1970. Though the Greek regime was not as repressive as it

had been in its formative period, Ambassador Tasca saw no

relationship between the withholding of heavy weapons and the

decline of repressive measures. The Ambassador was quite

30Ibid. December 12, 1969, p. 7.
31Ibid. December 13, 1969, p. 3.

"U.S .Lifts Partial Arms Embargo Against Greece."
United States Department of State Bulletin, LXIII
~~ t obe~~T ~~ Y9 7 1T ~ ~ ~
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concerned that Greece was finding itself unable to fulfill

its military role in NATO because of the lack of adequate

weapons. The Ambassador saw no conflict between the long

range goal of Greek democracy and the short term goal of
re-establishing the security of the southern flank of NATO,

therefore he recommended the restoration of full aid to

Greece.33

In April of 1970 the New York Times headlined that the
Pentagon in the interest of the NATO alliance had been
violating the embargo and that the President had determined

to review the entire policy. Deputy Assistant Defense
Secretary G. W. Nutter talked with junta representatives in
Athens regarding the removal of the restrictions on arms

deliveries.35 Secretary of Defense Laird and Chairman of
the Joint Chiefs of Staff Admiral Moorer held discussions

with the Greek Government in early October of 1970, and
announced that modernization of Greek forces was the
greatest concern and thus justified the renewal of aid.36

Explaining the Department of State's decision to
renew aid before the House Foreign Affairs Subcommittee on

heece, Spain, and Southern NATO, pp. 308-309.
34New York Times, April 17, 1970, p. 1,
35Iid. September 11, 1970, p. 6.
36Ibid. October 6, 1970, P. 13.
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Europe a year later, Under Secretary of State Rodger Davies

said that from the beginning the Department had been informed

that the junta considered its authoritarian rule ". . .a

parenthesis in the political life of Greece.'" Davies ex-

plained that a democratic constitution had been adopted by

plebiscite in 1968, laws for implementation of that constitu-

tion were prepared during the next year, and many people

detained for political reasons had been released. He added

that travel restrictions had been relaxed, press censorship

had been lifted,though press freedom was not yet complete,

and martial law had been restricted to offenses involving

the security of the state as of 1970. It appeared that a

trend toward democracy had been established.37

Questions regarding the renewal of aid from a Senate

Foreign Relations Special Subcommittee revealed that some

doubt had been expressed within the Department of State

concerning the effectiveness of the whole concept of embargo

as a political weapon. A study had been conducted by the

Department which indicated that policies of embargo had

been in no case successful and in some cases the policy was

counter-productive. The study, which had been classified

until revealed before the Symington subcommittee

37
Greece, Spain, and Southr NATO, D. 261t
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hearings on American Security Arrangements, showed that

aid had not in fact forestalled coups in Latin America

nor had attempts during the Kennedy administration to tie

aid to democratic governments persuaded post-coup govern-

ments to restore representative government. Soviet cut-offs

to China did not cause China to alter its policy nor did the

French shut down of aid to Israel have the desired effect

on Israeli policy. United States cut-offs to India and

Pakistan in 1965 only encouraged Pakistan to seek aid else-

where. The conclusion of the study was that embargoes, to

have an effect favorable to the benefactor nation: (1) must

be aimed at an issue which the recipient does not consider

vital to survival, (2) the recipient must have no alternate

source of supply, (3) the recipient must have a face-saving

out, and (4) aid needs to be a decisive element in the

recipient's survival. Aid therefore can be a positive

factor in shaping an ally's policy when the recipient tries

not to lose what it has, but the actual loss of aid rarely

is effective. 8

Shortly after the restoration of arms shipments, the

Prime Minister of Greece announced that there would be no

political changes in 1971. Full restoration of democracy

38United States Securitv Agreements and Commitments
Abroad, HearigsBefore the SonUnited States

e it AgEsents and CE itments Abroad of the ForeignRelations. Committee, SeniteWTshington, 197OT p. 1836-37.
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would be delayed until later. Until the resumption of

full arms shipments to the Greeks, there had been some

incomplete steps toward a return to democracy within the

Colonels' regime. After the resumption of arms shipments the

Greek Government announced that there would be status quo in

the democratization process for the year 1970. It would be

impossible to tie unquestionably the steps the junta took

toward democracy to the embargo, but due to the timing of

the end of the embargo and all previous events the temptation

to do so is great.

Congressman Donald M. Fraser, Democrat of Minnesota,

testifying before the House Foreign Affairs Committee in

1973, observed the affinity that the Nixon Administration

had for dealing with authoritarian regimes. He tied Nixon!s

attitude toward authoritarian regimes to closer ties which

President Nixon seemed to be cultivating with the Soviet

Union and Mainland China under the name of detente. it

appeared to be that Administration's idea that democracies

were hard to deal with, but that dictatorships could deliver
quickly on anything promised. Whether this is true or not

must be Judged in the light of Administration activity

subsequent to the renewal of aid.

39New York Times, December 20, 1970, p. 3.

0US._ _Forces in NATO, Hearings Before the Committee onForeign Affairs and Its Subcommittee on E House ofepresenEtaiW,~~(77aihington, 1973}, p. 351--357.
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In 1971, Deputy Assistant Secretary of State Rodger

Davies assured the Congress that, "We have made our position

on the political side? the question of democracy in Greec e

crystal clear."nl If this statement was meant to say that

America disapproved of the Greek government, the message

apparently failed to come across to the Colonels in Athens.

If one accepts the idea that much of the Greek public be-

lieved that the United States dominated internal affairs,

then the message that came with the renewal of aid matched

by no great reforms internally was quite different. The

announcement of aid resumption had actually muddied the

waters by placing emphasis on substantial progress toward

democracy, while the clear reason was a practical and justi-

fiable one: a strategically located ally had been greatly

weakened by the embargo.42 Indeed Greece is strategically

located, a point made clear in a publication of the Depart-

ment of Defense, the Area Handbook on Greece, published in

1970. This work stated that, "Greece's location at the

commercial and military crossroads between Europe, Asia, and

Africa has provided constant exposure to commerce and power

and has made the area strategically vital." Strategic as

4Greece, spain, and Southern NATO, p. 41.

442Greece, 1971, A Staff t p. 2.

43Allison B. Herrick and others, Area Handbook for Greece,
(Washington, 1970), p. 297.
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Greece was, it still had to suffer an embargo. According

to the information contained in Table V (following), Greece

is the most strategically placed ally that America has ever

embargoed as a result of a military coup.

United States policy toward Greece had become a dilemma.

America felt the military necessity to maintain a strong

alliance partner at the Dardenelles, and at the same time

it felt a responsibility to the Greek people to urge the

return of democracy. This dilemma should also have mani-

fested itself for the other members of the alliance. It

had become traditional for the United States to act or try

to act in concert with other members of the alliance struc-

ture in dealing with the wayward action of one of the

members of the alliance. This was especially true in the

OAS where constant attempts were made to get the opinion of

other members of the alliance before many actions were taken.44

The very fact that few coups occurred in NATO or SEATO made

the OAS the style setter for policy in this area. There

seemed to be little difference between United States efforts

in NATO and OAS in trying to deal as a unitary body while

coping with alliance problems until the Colonels' junta

came to power in 1967.

_U.. Policy Toward Latin America under country topics.
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TABLE V

STRATEGIC LOCATION RELATIVE TO REACTION TO COUPS 45

Nation

Argentina
Bolivia
Brazil
Chile
Colombia
Cuba
Dominican

Republic
Ecuador
France
Guatemala
Greece
Haiti
Honduras
Pakistan
Paraguay
Panama
Peru
Salvador
Thailand
Turkey
Venezuela

Strategic
Value

Recognition
Time

Embargo as a
Result of Coup

- I I ~-~-----~~------'"-------- I

7
5
7
5
7
1

7
1

23
1

17
7
1

15

1
15
19

5

short
reasonable
short
short
reasonable
short

long
short
short
short
long
short
long
short
short
short
short
long
short
short
short

no
no
no
yes
no
no

no
no
no
no
yes
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no

.. i -. . -. .--.1 -1 1 --I - -n o
Strategic value computed by assign

values to characteristics:
Being an ally. . . . ,., . . .6 .0.0
Located in high commercial traffic
Large population . * .* - - . .
Proximity to a Communist state
Likelihood of being a target . .
Production of strategic material..

Recognition lag times:
Averaging less than 10 days. .
10 to 20 days. . . . . . .
More than 20 days. . . .

ing the following

I
4
2
6

6
4

* . .short
. . . reasonable
* . . long

Embargo means any embargo extending beyond recognitionand resultant of the coup.

45This table was prepared through a survey of Areahandbooks under country topics and previously prepared
tables for this thesis.

.
.
.

.
.
.
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The concert of the NATO alliance was disrupted by the

1967 military take-over in Greece, Within the alliance,

official sanctions were not imposed on Greece, perhaps

because there were no provisions within the treaty language

for such sanctions, Some of these same allies did not hesi-

tate to act outside of the alliance to indicate disapproval

of the first militarily imposed dictatorship in Europe

since World War II.

In an era of demonstrations and violent reaction to

political problems as the late 1960's appeared to be, the

news of the Greek coup was greeted with public protest

demonstrations in several NATO capitals. 4 6 NATO though

making no moves to take legal steps to outlaw Greece, did

approve a resolution urging that the military junta restore

democracy in October of 196947 after defeating a similar

motion in December of 1967.48

European members of the alliance did act through other

organizations to express disapproval of the Greek colonels,

The European Economic Community disapproved a pending loan

to Greece for road improvement in Crete in 1967.49 Denmark

was particularly active in seeking the displacement of the

46New York Times, April 22, 1967, p. 5, April 24, 1967,
p. 6.

47 Ibid* October 17, 1969, p. 1,
48

Ibid. December 15, 1967, p. 2.
49 Ibid. September 29, 1967, p. 14.
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Colonels. The Danish Ambassador to Greece was recalled in

October of 1967.50 Greece followed by banning all trade

with Denmark by Greek businessmen.51 After two years of

complaints, the Council of Europe approved a resolution

threatening the expulsion of Greece from the Council because

of internal violence toward its citizens.52  An initial

determination by the Greeks to fight expulsion was dropped

as futile by the Colonels rather than face sure defeat.53

The Council of Europe followed in April of 1970 by voting

fifteen to two to condemn Greece for torture and other ill-

treatment of prisoners.54 Many of the votes which condemned

Greece were votes of allies in NATO which could not take

action within the alliance. Despite the language of its

preamble, NATO is basically a military alliance, but many

European nations found it difficult to divorce political

and military policy. When the Soviets did invade Czechoslo-

vakia in 1968 and the United States lifted the embargo

temporarily, the action was taken unilaterally by the United
States. The justification was the need for strengthening

the alliance, but the act was taken without consultation

50lbid. October 19, 1967, p. 66.
51Tbid. November 14, 1967, p. 19.
52 Ibid. May 7, 1969, p. 1.

53Tbid. December 13, 1969, p. 10.

5tIbid. April 16, 1970, p. 1.



with the other allies.55 By 1971, when the embargo had

been lifted permanently, the United States was the only

NATO nation providing aid to Greece, but West Germany and

France both had active military sales programs which had

been encouraged by the American embargo of heavy weapons.56

These powers could not bring themselves to aid the deviant,
though they would sell to anyone. Regardless of the poli-

tics of the question NATO was unable to act in a unified

manner toward the military regime in Greece and the United

States was unable to put itself in the luxurious position

of following the will of the majority in the case of the

distasteful situation in Greece.

The military establishment of the United States felt

increasingly forced to assert itself regarding the interest

of the alliance, and the United States was left in the

isolated position of sponsoring the Greek Colonels. The

military view as to the strategic positioning of Greece

was obvious, but to justify a renewal of aid the Department

of Defense seemed to take the position that the military

intervention of 1967 in Greece had been inevitable and there-

fore within the boundaries of acceptability. According to

the Area Handbook for Greece, published in 1970, the coup

5555United States Security Agreements and Commitments Abroad,Hffrfns Before the Subcommittee on Security greements andCommitments Abrod to the Committee on Forei n Relations,
fWshIngton, 1W970, pp. 1 7 ~B9T

56Greece, 1971, A Staff Rport, p. 12.
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of 1967 was simply one of a long series of such interven-

tions which had plagued the country. The attitude toward

the event was one that could be interpreted as saying that

the coup was business as usual for Greece,5 7 The Handbook

also refers to the adoption of a new constitution in 1968

and its implementation in the same year with no reference

to the maintenance of martial law.58 Finally, the same

source says that in 1969 Greek foreign policy reflected

closer ties with NATO and a general orientation toward the

west whereas prior to the coup opposition political ele-

ments questioned the advantages of NATO partnership.59 The

implication then was that the coup was not abnormal in Greek

politics and that, from a military point of view, it was

advantageous that the old government with its potential

opposition to NATO came to an end. What was said was fact,

but fact with a slant, a slant directly opposite to the

position taken by the Department of State during the Johnson

years, that Greece was a functioning democracy. The coup

in Greece was militarily an acceptable event, and by early

1970 the Department of Defense had apparently set a new

course for Greek relations,

5 7 Area Handbook for Greece, p. 297.

58Ibid., p. 161

591bid. p. 177,
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Despite the embargo aid to Greece still flowed in the

forms of grant aid, surplus equipment grants, and foreign

military sales, a large part of which was ten year credit

sales. As heretofore mentioned, the embargo had been

circumvented. Embargoed items included aircraft, ships,

tanks, missiles and other heavy equipment. Table VI shows

the form and value of aid to Greece in 1969.

TABLE VI

AID TO GREECE---1969

Form

Aircraft and aircraft support.
Ships and ship spares. . . ..
Vehicles and weapons . . .0.*
Ammunition . . . . . . .
Missiles . . . . . . . . . .
Communication equipment. .
Other, . * * . . . . . . . .
Repair and rehabilitation.
Supply - * - - , 0 * * & ..
Training . . * . . . . .
Services .* . * . . . . . .

*

.*

Value 60

. . .$18,086,ooo

. . . 3,667,000

. . . 8,378,000

. . . 5,004,000
* - . 3,063,000
. . . 4,933,000

. . -2,042,000
. . . 1,770,000
- . . 6,735,000

. . ,1,114,000
* 4 .000

$56 237,000Total

Of the total reflected, military sales credits were

$11,40,00,0, leaving $45,237,000 in excess equipment grants

60To Amend the ForeIn Military Sales Act, Hearins
Before the Committee on ForeIn Affairs of the House of
RepresIent atives ,(Washingt on, 19YOT , fP.7.
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and grant aid in the midst of the embargo.61 At this time,
the Greek economy was Supposed to be one of the most active
and growing economies in Europe reaching for an 8 per cent
growth rate per year.62 A yearly military aid accounting
since 1965 (Table VII) shows that Greece received the
following during a time that spans a pre-coup period for
comparison.

TABLE VII

MILITARY AID TO GREECE 1965-1973

Year 
Value

1965.$140000195,6. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $104,ooo,ooo1966 . . . . . . . . . . - . . 78,700,0001967 . . . . . . . . . . . 44,000,0001968. 
* . . . . . . -. 45,000,0001969.. .. ' 

. . . . . 56,000,000
1970... . * * 

. . . . . . 30,200,000 63

1971. . . . * . . . . -
. . 38,100,000*

1972.. . . . * . . . . . . 70,100,o0o*1973,. . . -
. . . . . - 59,100,000*64

*These figures do not include excess equipment.

A glance at these figures indicates that aid to Greece had
declined since the embargo. However, such a decline in

Hmreen Assistance Legislation Fiscal Year 1972Hear eforept Committee on Foreig = a s ate,TWshint 1E7j7  p. 74Trahrg
62

Foreign Economic Trends, U.S. Department of Commerce(October 33, 19T70)Tp.87r n
63Forein Assistance Leislation, FY 1972, p. 400.
64 tFiscal Year1975 Foreign Assistance SEquest, HearBefore TheCommittee on Foreip Affairs. House,TsingtonTT97 p. 37

68



American aid to Greece had been expected to take place
between 1966 and 1968 and to extend over a four year period,
but aid actually fluctuated and remained substantial through

1973 rather than showing a decline.65 The later figures also
do not reflect outright purchases of equipment which appar-
ently were not restricted under the embargo. Admiral Moorer
testified before the House Foreign Affairs Committee that
Greece had purchased $40,000,000 worth of military equipment
in 1971. This figure is larger than the total aid figure
given for that year. In this manner it was entirely possible
for the blockade to be bypassed, its intent ignored. This
point was specifically made by the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee Report on Greece in 1971:

Indeed, despite the embargo, lifted brieflyin the fall of 1968 after the invasion ofCzechoslovakia, Greece received even largeramounts of U. S. Military assistance, taking allcategories combined, during the three years andfive months the embargo was in effect than in theequivalent period before the embargo was imposedf7
The difference between what is reflected here and the
figures presented to the Senate Foreign Relations Committee
lies in the delivered excess equipment which was totaled in
the staff report at $169,700,000 during the duration of the
embargo.68

Greece, 
,pan, and Southern NATO, pp. 212-213.

66Forei nAssistance Legislation, FY 1972 p -105.

S1971 A Staff Report, p. 11.
6 d-bid. t.12.
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Department of State proposals for 1972 included the

following recommendations: M.A.P. $19,875,000, Military

Credit Sales $60,000,000, and Excess Equipment $38,000,000.

The total of $117,875,000 was the highest for any one year

since before the blockade, though this period of time was

initially planned as a slowdown period for military aid to

Greece.6 The $60,000,000 to be delivered under credit sales

was the largest credit sales proposal for countries receiving

such aid, while the excess equipment sum was fourth among all
nations receiving that type of aid. Total military and economic
aid proposed for Greece in 1972 ranked Greece behind only India,
Pakistan, Turkey, Cambodia, Indonesia, South Korea, and Brazil.
All of the named countries are much larger than Greece by size
and population. The fact that Greece under the Colonels was
actually a favored, not a punished, ally is more apparent when
it is realized that all of the money going to Greece was for
military purposes because there was no need for economic aid.

Military aid alone put Greece in the top ten recipients of

foreign assistance. Once the United States military had
decided that there had been enough playing around with a
strategic ally like Greece, money entered the pipeline to
Greece freely again despite the repugnance of the regime

and despite the fact that no other power chose to consort

with Greece in such a fashion.

foreignAssistance Lzslation, FY1972, p. 381.
70Ibid. p. 381-384.
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Overriding the events in Greece, the Nixon Adminis-

tration was seeking a new standard in foreign policy. The

Nixon Doctrine as stated by the President was to serve as

that new basis for American foreign policy for the seventies,

a replacement for the aging and perhaps outdated Truman

Doctrine.

Our objective, in the first instance, is to
support our interests over the long run with a
sound foreign policy. The more that policy is
based on a realistic assessment of our and other's
interests, the more effective our role in the
world can be. We are not involved with the world
because of commitments; we have commitments because
we are involved. Our interest must shape our
commitments rather than the other way around.

With this objective the Nixon Doctrine projected a lower

profile abroad for the United States, leaving more respon-

sibility to allied nations for their own defense. The

Doctrine stated that the United States would participate

in the defense and development of friendly states, but it

would not "conceive all the plans, design all the programs,

execute all the decisions, and undertake all the defense. * ."

of free nations. American help would be forthcoming only when

it was in our interest and where a difference could be made

in the outcome.72

71 U. S. Foreign Policy for the 1970's, A New Strategy
for Peace, A Report to the Congress by Richard Nixon, Presi-
dent of the United States" United States Department of
State Bulletin, LXII (March 9,1977,7F 276.

72Ibid.
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Did increased American aid and presence in Greece

during the tenure of the Colonels make a difference in the

strategic balance of the area and was it in our interest?

If this was to be the new foreign policy of the seventies,

then all American foreign policy under President Nixon must

be assessed in the light of these standards. The stated

goal of the United States during the entire era was twofold,

the restoration of democracy in Greece, in the interest of

the Greek people and the United States, and the maintenance

of military cooperation. Cooperation was in the interest

of the safety of the states of Greece, the United States,

and TATO. 73  In the limits of the Nixon Doctrine all of this

had to be accomplished while maintaining a low profile. We

had to constantly urge the Greeks back toward democracy

without giving any indication of approval of the regime in

power and while giving Greece the power to defend itself and

use the power of the NATO umbrella.

Once the Department of Defense had determined that the

end of the heavy weapons embargo to Greece was in the

interest of the nation, the objective of restoring democracy

in Greece took a back seat and appeared unattainable. It

BGreece, 1971, A Staff Eport,, p. 15.
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still would have been possible to continue the established

policy of expressing dissatisfaction for the then current

regime. Given that aid was still necessary for the well-

being of the alliance, within the limits of the Nixon

Doctrine it should have been possible to make it clear

that the bonding of nondemocratic Greece to the alliance

was a shotgun wedding.

One practical way to demonstrate support for a govern-

ment is frequent high level visits. Presumably with restor-

ation of democracy as a stated goal in Greece, it behooved

the American and NATO executives who dealt with the Colonels

to keep official contacts at Cabinet level or above to a

minimum, allowing basic contact necessities to be handled

through the existing channels at the Embassy or through

lower echelons in the bureaucracy. The Colonels were in

charge in Greece for six and one-half years. During the

comparable period prior to the Colonels' coup in April of

1967, there was a total of one visit to Greece by officials

of Cabinet rank or better while it was an ally in good stand-

ing. During the year and nine months that the Democrat

Johnson dealt with the junta there were no Cabinet level

visits to Greece. During the remainder of the junta's

reign the Nixon Administration allowed four such visits.

These visits occurred during the heart of the Congressional
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controversy over aid to the junta. Such high level visits

were conducive to picture taking and questionable reporting

by a press that was not entirely free.

TABLE VIII

HIGH LEVEL VISITS TO GREECE74

Year American Other Allied Greek Visits to
Visits Visits the United States

1960 None British Prime None
Minister

1961 None None Prime Minister
1962 Vice-

President Italy: President None

1963 None France: President None

196 4 None None Prime Minister
1965 None None None

1966 None None None
1967 None None King
1968 None None None
1969 None None King

1970 Defense None None
Chairman
of Joint
Chiefs

1971 Commerce None None
Vice-Pres.

1972 State France: Minister None
1973 None None None *

*Interim Prime Minister Caramanlis refused a United

States invitation.

Perhaps these visits could be defended, if not justified,

if the officials followed through on the stated policy of

seeking restoration of democracy. Unfortunately, the visits

This table prepared by surveying the New York Times
Index under the title of Greece during the years0196-1l973.
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to Greece during the Nixon tenure carried a tone other than

cool diplomacy. One could say that the Nixon visits began

before the administration began. In June of 1967 private

citizen Richard Nixon visited Greece and interviewed, among

others, the King and came away with the impression that

Greece would soon return to democracy.75 After Deputy

Assistant Secretary of Defense Nutter visited Greece prior

to the decision to renew aid, the Defense Secretary himself

visited to inspect American facilities in Greece.76  This

visit served as the line of demarcation between the old cold

shoulder policy and the warming relations. With the Secretary

of Defense was the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.

This was a clear statement of a change in the wind.

Secretary of Commerce Maurice Stans visited Athens in

the spring of 1971. While there he praised the sense of

security that businessmen felt in Greece and said that such

a feeling was conducive to business growth.7 7 There was some

concern, however, in Washington about what Stans had said and

what he meant. Before the House Subcommittee on Southern

Europe, the Department of State was forced into an explanation

of Mr. Stans' statements. The Secretary of Commerce had been

overwhelming in his compliments, praising the Greeks for the

advances in their economy and telling them that their country

75New York Times, June 22, 1967, p. 3.
7 Ibid. October 3, 1970, p. 2.
7 7Ibid. April 24, 1971, p. 1.
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was in the forefront of rapidly developing nations. Com-

plaints were raised regarding reports that the Secretary

had used the term "warm love? for the Greek Government,

Deputy Assistant Secretary of State Davies suggested,

instead, that the Greek papers had actually reported the

Stans' statement as "warmth and confidence" in the govern-

ment of Greece. United States Embassy officials in Greece

maintained that the term actually was "warm greetings" and

suggested that the problem was one of translation.78  The

problem remains one of degree. The Nixon Doctrine implied

that a low profile for the United States was the new stan-

dard of policy. The Department of State sought Greek demo-

cracy, the Department of Commerce called for security and

left the clear indication that the United States was pleased

with the current growth in Greece for which the current

solons could claim credit. Greece under the Colonels was

a preferred area for investment,

If Greece were a black sheep during the era of the

Colonels, it was not a neglected black sheep. The regime

was bolstered by the United States Embassy's open

description of the economic progress achieved under the

Colonels,

78 Greece, Spain, and Southern NATO, pp. 33-36.



The Greeks have a word--apithamos--which mightwell be used to describe how Greece through August of1970 was able to raise its GNP at constant prices byseven and one-half per cent,. . Greece's economicperformance has continued to sparkle. . .the steadyprogress of one of America's closest allies in twentyyears from a backward, agricultural country to aprosperous, partially industrialized one is bound tostrengthen our political and economic position in thiscritical part of the world.79

The picture presented here was truly a bright one for invest-
ment. This report came from the American Embassy in Athens
during the tenure of Henry Tasca.

Perhaps the most blatant support for the Greek regime
by a high ranking American official came from Vice-president
Spiro Agnew. The Vice-president of the United States despite
his relatively impotent position in most administrations
certainly carries a certain amount of ceremonial weight.
Vice-oresident Agnew's visit to Greece in the fall of 1971
was publicly justified on the basis of his Greek heritage.
From the start of the visit the timing was bad, coming right
in the middle of Congressional debate on whether to end aid
to the Colonels. Considering the Congressional discussion,
it probably would have been politic to make few statements--
the necessary ceremonial ones--and then refer only to his
Greek heritage. At his arrival in Athens, however, the
Vice-president included the following in his opening

statement:

7oreigzn Economic Trends, p. 9.
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The United States and Greece are joined today
in a defensive alliance which in many ways is based
on a spirit we have inherited from your ancestors and
mine--the right of men to seek their own destiny with
dignity and pride. . . I look forward to discussions
designed to emphasize these bonds of friendship and
strengthen ou cooperation in the interest of peace
and justice.

The statement in itself is idealistic enough, but it

was made to a government which did not fit the pattern

described and called for closer relations with that govern-

ment. Any statement seeking strong bonds of friendship with

the Colonels could be incorrectly interpreted. During the

Vice-president's visit, the Greek government let it be known

that he had assured them that aid would be continuing despite

the then current debate on whether to end such aid in Congress.81

The Department of State denied the reports, but the situation

lent itself to such interpretations at a time when clarity

was needed,82

At his departure, Agnew said that he left with

.renewed respect for the efforts of the Government of

Greece in carrying out its country's role as a member of

NATO. He also declared a profound sense of gratitude at

80"Arrival Statement, Athens, October 16, 1971,"
United States Department of State Bulletin, LXV (November 29, 1971)

8lNew York Times, October 22, 1971, p. 8.
82Ibid. October 24, 1971, p. 19.

83"Departure Statement, October 23, 1971," United States
Department of State Bulletin, LXV (November 29, 1971), 22.
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the warm outgoing hospitality and friendship. For Spiro

Agnew, this may have been a mild expression indeed, but 
his

entire position left the policy in Greece open for loose

interpretation.

Secretary of State William Rogers spent early July of

1972 in Greece, arriving on the fourth of July. One more

top level visit was accompanied by warm statements instead

of cool courtesy. His theme was NATO cooperation, which is

what it should have been considering the twofold policy:

We encourage and support that role, and we

attach great importance to Greece's cooperative
security relationship with the United States
with NATO.

Secretary Rogers noted that there were some differences of

view but that there were also many areas in which the two

agree. "As befits allies of long standing, we must do

everything we can," he said,"to strengthen the ties between

our countries. That is the purpose of my visit.'
86 In

addition to the visits by high civil government officials,

numerous high ranking military officers frequented Greece

and conferred with Greek military officials. Although

figures have not been revealed for the years after 1970,

8 Ibid.

85"Arrival Statement, Athens, July 4," United States

De artment of State Bulletin, LXVII, (August 7, l977YTp5

86
Ibid.
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four years of control by the Colonels in Greece saw visits

in the following numbers by General Officers of the Army

and Flag Officers of the Navy:

1967. . . . . . . . . . . 9 visits

1968. .* . . . . . . . . 29 visits

1969. . . . . . . . . 35 visits

1970. . . . . . . . . . . 20 visits.8 7

The view one gets from the United States executive

treatments of Greece during the Johnson and Nixon admin-

istrations is twofold. First, neither President would

allow the folding of the security arrangement with Greece

even though the regime had become distasteful. Too much

was at stake, and too much had been invested. The stra-

tegic location of Greece alone precluded a free hand in

dealing with the Colonels. The geography of Greece would

not let the United States let Greece go, and American

principles would not let it forcibly change the Greece

to its liking. Secondly the tendency of President Nixon

to be more amiable to the undemocratic regime in Greece

seemed substantiated by action. Whereas neither Johnson

nor Nixon would allow the alliance to suffer, Johnson used

the alliance as an excuse to temporarily void the embargo

during a crisis. Nixon used the needs of the alliance as

87
United States Security Agreements, Hearings, pp. 1839-1840.
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an excuse for closer contact with a regime dictatorial in

its nature. President Johnson appears to have depended

more on the Department of State and President Nixon more

on the Department of Defense. Perhaps this liberality to

the Colonels was due to the fact that President Nixon felt

he could get what he wanted faster from a grateful dicta"

torship than a democracy with an opposition that questioned

the country's role in NATO. This specific point relates

to a minor Executive-Congressional clash which occurred in

the years 1972 and 1973 over the plan of the Department of

Defense to homeport a carrier task force in Athens. The

Nixon Doctrine low profile was to include an expansion of

American presence in Greece.



CHAPTER III

THE NIXON DOCTRINE AND THE DECISION

TO HOEPORT IN GREECE

One manifestation of rejuvenated Congressional interest

in questioning the role of the United States in foreign

affairs was the hearings conducted in the Senate in 1970 by

a special subcommittee. Under the chairmanship of Senator

Stuart Symington, Democrat of Missouri, the subcommittee

investigated the degree of American commitment abroad. One

of the conclusions was that the American profile abroad was

indeed too high, and oft times, military commitments which

did not work to our benefit lived on beyond their natural

life because there was little effort inside the military

and diplomatic bureaucracy to interrupt the inertia of the

system. The subcommittee reported:

Once an American base is established, it takes
on a life of its own. Original missions may become
outdated, but new missions are developed, not only
with the intent of keeping the facility going, but
often to actually enlarge it.

Within the government departments concerned--
State and Defense--we found little initiative to
reduce or eliminate any of these overseas facilities.

SecuritA reements and Commitments Abroad, Report of
the Subcommittee on juriy remenEsand Commitments AUFoad
to the Committee on Forgn Relations, (Washingt on, 1977),
p. 1920 .
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The United States Congress is most likely to attempt to

regulate an executive whose policies are counter to the

American best interest as perceived by that body. In order

to act, though, Congress must first define the problems with

the policy and then acquire the direction to establish a

proper policy. Congressional reaction to the Greek coup of

1967 was to follow the usual process of accepting the execu-

tive initiative. Some early complaints were registered by

Senator Clark (Democrat, Pennsylvania)2 and Senator Eugene

McCarthy (Democrat, Minnesota),3 but the general attitude

was one of acquiescence to the executive. Ship loans to

Greece were renewed unconditionally in the fall of 1967.

Early attempts to stop aid to the Colonels were stifled in

the Congress as previously noted. Beginning with fiscal

year 1972, Congress banned all aid to Greece contingent on

whether or not there was real progress toward a return to

the standard Greek constitutional system. However, the ban

was equipped with an escape clause because of the obviously

strategic location of Greece. The escape clause allowed

the President to end the ban if he found overriding

2New York Times, August 20, 1967, p. 56.

3 Ibid. December 18, 1967, p. 6.

4 Ibid. October 3, 1967, p. 2.
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requirements of national security justified such a waiver.

President Nixon exercised the waiver February of 1972.5

Complaints were registered by some Congressmen that once

again the United States was coddling a dictatorship. Senator

J. William Fulbright was a participant in the verbal assault

on the administration's approach to foreign policy in general,

including Greek policy. Senator Fulbright's evaluation of the

Greek regime was that its long term chance for survival was

very unlikely since it lacked roots with the people. The

problem was ably brought into focus in testimony before the

House Subcommittee on Europe by Theodore Couloumbis:

. . .(we) cannot afford to deal with countries
as if their populations do not exist. We cannot afford
to deal with countries without realizing that they have
political forces, that these political forces some-
times will come to power by one way or another, and,
that if we continue treating in a very narrow, cautious
sense with the military regime, in return for bases and
the like. . .wE may find ourselves associated with the
military regime if and when it goes.

Faced with such a problem almost everytime a coup takes place,

the United States must either continue as though nothing had

happened or react decisively. Decisive reaction creates much

short term risk, but backing regimes which are not based in

popular support may very well carry a greater long term risk.

5"Prohibition on United States Aid to Greece Waived,"
United States Department of State Bulletin, LXVI,

Greece, Spain, and the Southern NATO Stratef, Hearings
before te Subcomittee on Eurone of the Committee on Foreign
Affairs , House of Repres4tativ6eW,7Mi ingtoni7i~7 ~
pp . ~ l2.
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Members of the House Committee on Foreign Affairs inquired

as to the possibility of expelling Greece from NATO, but Under

Assistant Secretary of State Davies replied that NATO was

strictly a military alliance and that internal affairs of its

members were not valid considerations for the organization.7

Deeply concerned that the dictatorship in Greece was not sup-

ported at all by the mass of the people of Greece and there-

fore was not likely to survive, the Senate Foreign Relations

Committee sent two committee staff members to Greece in early

1971. In their report to the Committee in February of 1971

the staff members stated that support for the junta came from

several sources but that it did not have a base.

It is generally accepted among political observers
in Athens, however, that the regime is supported by the
business comm unity, including the foreign business com-
munity (which is actually courted by the regime and
obviously prefers a stable political situation. . .
"an oasis of tranquility," as one put it. . with no
labor unrest, continuing economic growth and favorable
terms offered by the government); much of the army
(which has been the recipient of salary and pension
increases from the regime); and many members of the
church hierarchy (church salaries have also been in-
creased). Some say the peasants are more favorably
inclined to the regime than opposed to it because the
government has brought more roads and electricity to
the countryside. Some say the reverse. Some say the
peasantry is politically apathetic.

Much of the foreign investment mentioned in the report

was in fact American investment. Between 1953 and 1970

7Ibid. pp. 30-31.

Greece,1971, A Staff Report Prepared for the Use of
the SeaTe~~Uommitteeon Foreivn Relations, Senate,

alshington, 1971T, p .7.
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United States private companies had invested $415,000,000 in

Greece. This total represented about half of all foreign

investment in that period.9 With our businessmen forming

such a large proportion of foreign investment and given that

the foreign business community tended to show favor to and

draw favor from the Colonels, Commerce Secretary Stans' lavish

praise of the government of Greece can be seen relative to

the factors which he apparently termed valid considerations.

The assessment of the Congress was that the government in

Greece lacked the depth of support needed for long range

survival. Therefore, policy to a large degree should have

been directed toward the eventual demise of the Colonels.

There appeared to be ample evidence that these assess-

ments of lack of support were accurate. Since Greece before

the 1967 coup was considered a functioning democracy, the

politicians of that period, at least in general, represented

the mass of the Greek people. As in all functioning systems,

these men were public opinion setters as well as followers.

During the era of the junta and despite a great deal of

pressure, Greek politicians from all areas of the political

spectrum in pre-coup Greece lined up against the Colonels'

government. Constantine, former Prime Minister Kanelloupolos

9Greece, , and Southern NATO, pp. 30-31.

10Ibid. p. 551.
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and the last president of the Greek Parliament prior to the

coup, Demetrious Paspaspyrou, publicly opposed the Colonels.10

Paspaspyrou testified before the House of Representatives on

the subject, as did a former Greek Minister of Defense,

Mavros.12  In 1971 fifty former Greek Parliamentarians

petitioned American Congressmen urging American efforts to

restore the Greek democracy.13 The special testimony of

John Zighdis, former Greek Minister of Industry, in 1972

also falls into the category of legitimate Greek politicians

opposing American policy in Greece.1

Congress had apparently determined that the Greek govern-

ment in 1971 was destined to fall when it banned aid to Greece.

By including an escape mechanism in the aid ban to Greece,

however, Congress effectively said that they were not serious

about doing anything more than making a demonstration of

understanding the situation in Greece. The Congress was

surely aware before the aid bill was passed that the President

would exercise the escape clause. Secretary of Defense Laird

made it clear that the Administration considered Greek aid

essential to the Nixon Doctrine.

10Ibid. p. 551. 11 Ibid. pp. 551-552.

12Ibid. pp. 552-553.

13New York Times, October 19, 1971, p. 24.

o f John Zighfdis on American Plls Toward
Greece, Iearing Beore Lfh CommIttee on Forei p Afairs and
I tsSub committee on Europe,~7N hington, 2974M).
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In this regard, I want to emphasize that our
proposed program is fully in accord with President
Nixon's general doctrine that assistance should be
concentrated in countries of special interest to the
United States. Insofar as military assistance is
concerned, eighty-nine per cent of the total obliga-
torial authority requested is programmed for seven
countries--Cambodia, China, Greece, Indonesia,
Jordan, Korea, and Turkey. I believe they are fully
aware of the responsibilities they have in providing
for their own defense. They have the manpower re-
quired and through security assistance, the United
States is helping to improve their capabilities
providing them with the tools for their defense.

The key to the Greek situation may lie in the little

scenario which began in the spring of 1972 and ended two

years later with the fall of the Colonels' junta. The

issue which ignited Congressional ire was the "homeporting"

of a carrier task force in Athens. The House Subcommittees

on Europe and the Near East put the Departments of Defense

and State on the defensive regarding the issue. In January

of 1972 it was officially acknowledged that the Navy Depart-

ment was negotiating "administrative procedures" with the

Greek junta for the purpose of establishing a homeport at

the Athens-Piraeus area for elements of the United States

16
Sixth Fleet. Congressman Rosenthal concluded that:

15Foreign Assistance Legislation Fiscal Year 1972,
Hearings before the Committee on Fore4gn Relations, Senate,

(Ts~hingtWon,7977, pTSTU7
16
Political and Strateic Implications of Homeport4g

in Greece, Joint He aringF efore the Subcommittee on Eurpe
and the Subcommittee on the Near East of the Co. ittee on
Foreign Affairs, House of Representatives~~Washington,~972),
p.
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These hearings also provide a disturbing account
of the growing preeminence of military and strategic
considerations over political issues within the execu-
tive branch. . .a fact which, in our opinion remains
a fundamental error of American foreign policy
decision-making today.17

The primary reason for seeking the homeporting arrangement

was the necessity for maintaining a strong presence in the

Mediterranean. The increasingly serious problem of declining

reenlistment due to long family separations resulted in part

in Admiral Elmo Zumwalt's view from the rotational basis of

deployment of carriers used at the time. 1 American require-

ments, as Zumwalt saw them, were to maintain a minimum level

installation in Athens, Greece where families could be based

in the city itself while the carrier task group could frequent

the eastern Mediterranean and use Athens as the homeport.

The idea of homeporting had seemingly proven effective in

other cases, increasing the reenlistment rate by fifty

per cent.19

The concept of homeporting was not in itself questioned

by the subcommittees which reviewed the program in 1972. The

real problem from the viewpoint of many subcommittee members

was that the act of homeporting in Greece could be interpreted

as support for the ruling junta. According to Admiral Zumwalt

key alternatives for the homeport were considered at

Augusta Bay/Syracusa, Cagliari, Gaeta, La Spezia, Livorno,

1 7 Ibid. IIbid. pp. 5-7.

19Political and Strt4 mplications, p. 9.
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Naples, Palermo, and Taranto, all of these being in Italy.20

Fears were expressed by Deputy Assistant Secretary of

Defense Noyes a year earlier that Italy did not offer the

stability necessary for the particular needs of a home-

porting arrangement. He felt that in a crisis Italy might

not be completely dependable as a base for the United

States.21 He noted that Italy had frequent turnovers in

its administrations. By comparison, Greece must have looked

very good indeed because the Colonels seemed to have

absolute control.

Despite concern by the military, the subcommittee

issued a report in December of 1972 revealing the following

conclusions regarding homeporting in Greece:

(1) Homeporting in Greece today does a serious
disservice to American relations with the Greek people,
to our ties with our NATO allies, and most importantly
to our democratic traditions..A.

(2) We consider the danger of pre-eminence of
military and strategic considerations over political
values a fundamental problem of American foreign policy
decision-making today. . .

(3) The misleading and inconsistent testimony and

lack of cooperation by the State and Defense Departments
in the course of our investigation indicates an unwill-

ingness of the executive branch to acknowledge major
decisions and to subject them to public scrutiny and
discussion.

20Ibid. p. 11.

21Greece, p.An, and the Southern NATO Strategy, p. 145.

22The Decision to Homeport in Greece, Reprt of the
Subcommittees on Europe and the Near East of the Comm3tTee
bnlor$igAffrfTrW, House of Representatives , Washington, 1972)
pp. 1,2.
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(4) Homeporting in general has never been adequately
presented to either the Congress or to the American
public for the change in overseas %litary deployment
which it actually constitutes. .

The report suggested that the United States maintain a mini-

mum level of relations with the Greek junta, that homeporting

should be examined by the Congress,and that the executive

branch put long term political goals of development on a

higher priority in nations with whom we have treaty ties.23

The dilemma of American policy according to the committee

was resolved because of the resumption of aid and the de-

cision to homeport. The United States Executive had decided

to forego any real attempt to urge Greece back to democracy

in favor of the short term military needs.24

The House Subcommittees on Europe and the Near East

were disturbed by the fact that the Department of State was

consulted after the Department of Defense had determined that

Athens was the preferred site for homeporting.25 The

Department of State had notified the Athens Embassy of the

homeport proposal in January of 1971 but in June of 1971

proposed the consideration of Italian sites. 2 6 From that

point the Department of State was briefed by the Department

of Defense on this matter. Instead of playing an active role

in a decision with great political implications, the Department

became an apologist for the military establishment. 2 7

23Ibid. p. 2, 24ibid. p. 7.

25Political and Strategic Implicatios, pp. 56-7,61-2, 93.

26
Ibid. p. l932 2 7Decision to Homeport, p. 9.
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Members of the concerned Subcommittees questioned Com-

mittee presentations by the Departments of Defense and State.

To a large degree complaints were based on the failure of

executive officials to communicate except in an after-the-

fact manner, but the most telling criticism was lack of com-

munication and contradictory testimony by members of the

Department of State.28 Such complaints were not new.

Senator Fulbright waxed eloquently on the same subject

regarding evasion before the Senate Special Committee on

Security Agreements. At that time, the Senator wondered

about the willingness of the Administration to speak so

freely to foreign officials while withholding the same

29information from the Congress of the United States. The

Subcommittees were unhappy with slow responses to their

queries which were all received either between three days

and two weeks after requested dates or received on the date

of testimony. Such a practice allowed Congressmen little

time for study before the public hearing. One such delay

prevented effective inquiry into the background facts of

the important study of alternate sites for the Mediterranean

homeport, since the information arrived two weeks after the

testimony of the Defense officials. The delay was effected

28Ibid. pp. 12-13.

9United State Securit vAgreements and Commitments
Abroad, Ij inEs_ before the Subcommittee on United States
Sec urlty A reemens and Co mitments Abroad~of the FeiJT
Relations Committee, Senat7e~~Wa Tngton, 1TO.YWJThT?
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despite the fact that Defense witnesses had with them some

of the information requested at the February 28 hearing and

inadvertently left it at the witness table as the hearing

closed.30

One could argue that Greece's strategic location was

the determining factor in the decision to homeport in Athens

as it had been in the decision to resume aid. Such a deci-

sion might be honestly defended on the grounds that the needs

far outweighed the disadvantages involved, but the testimony

of Defense Officials Nutter and Zumwalt before the Sub-

committees of the House Subcommittees indicated that the

strategic location of Athens was a secondary benefit but

the primary purpose of homeporting was to meet a personnel

need.3 1 Athens was rated well above all other ports under

consideration by Defense officials, but the Department failed

to provide the rating criteria for assessing the ports.32

Other evasiveness revolved around the housing surveys conducted

to determine the usability of the ports. Defense officials

refused to testify, and State officials said that the surveys

were Defense documents and that they could not release them

because they were classified by that department. In the

final report of the Subcommittees attention was called to the

fact that the Department of State had claimed credit for

30Decision to Homeport, p. 13.
3 Political and Strategic IMlications, p. 145.

3 2 Decision to Homeport, pp. 12-14.
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authorizing these documents but disclaimed them when they

were requested.3

Two Deputy Assistant Secretaries of State offered

divergent testimony as to when their Department became

involved in the question of Greek homeporting. Deputy

Assistant Fessenden said that until February of 1971 the

Department of Defense had not mentioned the consideration

of a port anywhere but in Athens.3 4  Deputy Assistant

Davies said that there had been a list of ports considered.35

Other cities may have been ostensibly considered, but the

Navy seemed ready to go only to Athens. The House Sub-

committees considering the question revealed in their joint

report that a classified telegram from Secretary of State

Rogers informed the Embassy in Athens of the fact of a

carrier homeport before it had apparently become fact.36

Furthermore State officials claimed that they initially

objected to homeporting in Athens, but Defense testimony

claimed that no such objection existed. The Department of

State also admitted that the homeport in Greece was not

consistent with the Nixon Doctrine, while the Defense witnesses

claimed that it was consistent.37 The Subcommittees?

331bid. p. 15.

political and Stratgci Imlications, p. 172.

35Ibid. p. 61.

36Decision to HE]Eprt, p. 19. 37 Ibid. p. 16.
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report concluded that the only real initiative of the

Department of State was to suggest, after the Department

of Defense had asked for Athens, that alternate sites be

considered. The Subcommittee was concerned with the

apparent " . .increasing difficulty in getting political

issues weighed appropriately vis-a-vis military and

strategic considerations.38

Homeporting was partially implemented in the fall of

1972. Almost immediately problems developed which the

House Subcommittee on Europe felt warranted inquiry, especi-

ally in the light of the previously voiced objections. The

hearings conducted in the summer of 1973 revealed through

the testimony of Fred Shafer, Director Logistical and

Communications Division of the United States General

Accounting Office, that the Navy's original plan and deci-

sion to homeport in Athens was dependent on using the Piraeus-

Phalon Bay area which had been used by the Navy as a port of

call for twenty years. This use proved to be a mistaken hope.

The Greek government had not indicated that the area was avail-

able. In fact, Greece decided that the area desired by the

United States could not be used and counteroffered an area

sixteen miles further west called Elefsis.39 As a result

3 8 Ibid. p. 18.

3 9 The Implementation of Homeportin in Greece, Hearings
Beforehe W ESubcommTTee on Europe of the C~5ifte" on Foreign
Affairs, House of Representatives (Washington, 19737, p. 1.
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of the change, the location of the civilian facilities had

to be moved west of the city rather than east, though the

area for the absorption of the civilians had to remain to

the east of the city.40

"The major conclusion we have been able to reach from

our review of homeporting in Greece is that the Navyts

planning for this project was inadequate," Shafer said in

referring to the whole Athens homeport project.4 The

GAO official reinforced Congressional objections to the

policy by giving them inefficiency as new a new basis for

complaint. Elefsis had many problems the original site did

not have. The area had narrow entrance channels, limited

area for waterfront development, and a cement plant emitting

N2an unpleasant ofor. Further, the GAO official even

doubted the positive effect of homeporting on reenlistment,

which had been the initial justification for the whole

effort43

Apparently the Defense officials refused to testify

before the Subcommittees a second time in the spring of

1972 because the information presented to the Congress was

on the Phaleron Bay area, and by February of 1972 the

40Ibid. p. 5. 41Ibid p. 16.

42bidp.843bid. p. 13.
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Department knew that this area was not available. The whole

plan had been changed from that which was presented as

accomplished in 1972. Representative Buchanon, Republican

of Alabama, observed that the Navy appeared to be willing to

spend great sums of money on an inadequate site rather than

admit to error before a Congressional inquiry.45 Representa-

tive Rosenthal of New York concluded that the entire project

was an example of sloppy planning with little consideration

for the political implications of the situation which, he

said, was the Department of State's job.46

A further problem with the changed concept of the home-

port was that the airport at Helikon was not available, as

had been expected, for the carrier pilots to use as a prac-

tice field. The Navy was forced to use a field on Crete

150 miles to the south of the homeport for such activities.47

At some point Athens should have crossed the efficiency

acceptability line. Admiral Zumwalt, who was the father

of the idea of homeporting, defended the idea before the

same subcommittee that had doubted the validity of a Greek

homeport the year before. He maintained that homeporting had

been responsible for a heavy increase in reenlistment since

44Ibid. p. 38. 451bid. p. 44.

4 6 lbid. p. 33. 4 fIbid. p. 56.

48Ibid. pp. 52-54.
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1970 and continually defended the Athens homeport, despite

the noted problems, saying that thecritics were looking at

the problem as laymen and the new difficulties posed by

Elefsis fell within the limits of acceptability.

Athens originally was the obvious choice over the alterna-

tives. As a result, political questions were overridden,

and reconsideration of the project seemed in order since

Athens' clear superiority was no longer a fact. Representa-

tive Buchanon observed that the Department of State had

apparently abdicated its proper role to Zumwalt and the

Department of Defense because they considered the Navy

specialists more qualified to handle the question. Therefore,

the United States once again was in the position of supporting

the Colonels.49

The question of homeporting in Greece became a moot

point when the Papadoupolas regime was toppled in the fall

of 1973. Those soldiers who replaced Papadoupolas seemed

to have a more tenuous grasp on Greece than the original

junta did. On July 23,1974 when the second junta collapsed,

the ruling military men summoned a political leader from the

past, former Prime Minister Constantine Caramanlis, to form

a new civilian government. 50

48Ibid pp. 52-54. 49 Ibid. p. 123.

50Greece and Cyprus, 1975, Report by Senator Claiborne
Pell to the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations,
(Washington, 1975), P. 1.
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Senator Claiborne Pell, Democratic Senator from Rhode

Island, an activist early in the attempt to disendow Greece

of aid, assessed Karamanlis' major problem as the restruc-

turing of Greece's foreign policy. This was due, he said,

to the widespread unhappiness in Greece toward the United

States based on the failure of the United States to inter-

vene in some way while the Colonels were in power. He

observed the widespread public belief that the United States

at best condoned the junta and at worst conspired with it.

The general feeling was that the United States supported,

rather than tolerated, the Colonels. These ideas were not

new, and Greek politicians had made it clear that these

feelings were there subsurface during the entire tenure of

the Colonels' junta. Even if these ideas were ill founded,

their political reality could not be doubted.5 1

The result of the reestablishment of democratic govern-

ment was not helpful for the American strategic position

despite Secretary Kissinger's public statements of our role

in the return of democracy to the Greek people.

I believe that upon calmer reflection the
responsible Greek leaders will recognize that
the United States has shown deep sympathy for the
Greek Government, that we welcome the present
democratic government in Greece, and that within
the limits of what was possible we have attempted
to play a constructive role.

51Ibid. pp. 1-3. It should be noted here that the author
is aware of the importance of the Cyprus issue as a divisive
factor in Greek-American relations. However, the focus of the
thesis is on the long term effect of the military coup, there-
fore the Cyprus incident is interpreted as a trigger rather
than a cause mechanism in a weakened relationship.
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I think the Greek Government will also
realize that the United States roles can be
very important in bringing about a result
consistent wIh the dignity and honor of all
parties. .

As a result of actions of the new democratic govern-

ment's reassessment of American-Greek relations, negotia-

tions began in April of 1975. At Greek request, the United

States agreed to terminate homeporting at Elefsis, the

American base at Helikon was closed, and further negotiations

were planned regarding reducing American facilities in

Greece. United States personnel privileges would be reviewed

and all facilities which remained in Greece would be com-

manded by Greeks.53 Greece even decided to terminate its

previous role in NATO. Though its present relationship

to the alliance is not clear, Greece may be considered in a

special relationship, perhaps like France.54 The United

States had suffered a pay-off in reverse for the millions

of dollars in aid spent in Greece. Greece had become more

determined to enforce the Nixon Doctrine in Greece than

President Nixon had been.

52"Secretary Kissinger's News Conference of August 19,?"
United States Department of State Bulletin, LXXI,
(September 9, 1974)Tp 36 ~

",U.S.and Greece Hold Second Round of Talks on Defense
Matters," United States Department of States Bulletin, LXXII
(March 19, T1975)7~ .

54 "News Conference, Brussels, May 30,1" United States
Department ofState Buleltin, LXXII,(June 30, l975),TP.893.



CHAPTER IV

COPING WITH DISTASTEFUL ALLIES

The superstate is by its nature the standard setter for

those states bound to it in its alliance system. Invariably

the superpower must measure each step it takes for its total

effect. Obviously, as demonstrated by the case of Greece

under the Colonels, a superstate may find itself forced to

deal with a problem it had rather have left alone. Yet,

inactivity in itself is a step which produces results and is

therefore a form of action. The superpower is not afforded

the luxury of a bystander status.

The Soviet Union has demonstrated one method of handling

the problem of intervention into the affairs of minor allies.

Being able to reconcile almost anything with its philosophy

and thus avoid bystander status the Soviet Union comfortably

intervenes to return stability to its alliance system. The

United States in its early era of aggressive democracy under

the Truman Doctrine also seemed able to avoid bystander

status. Actually, at least in the Western Hemisphere, the

United States has moved freely in the past. However, in a

strange way, the United States upon assuming superpower

ranking seemed caught in a revolution of conscience which

caused the country to attempt to cease arbitrary intervention.
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The very fact of its power situation makes such non-

intervention unrealistic.

Given such power relationships as exist for the United

States and the Soviet Union, the superstate is put in such a

position that it must act almost ruthlessly in its own self

interest rather than assume an inactive role. To attempt to

remain out of political issues of minor allies might be good

idealogical practice for a true democracy, but it appears

to be impractical in the context of the structure of cross

national politics. The mothering power in an alliance system

receives credit or blame for intervention regardless of its

activity.

Within this framework, the United States has been

afflicted with the meandering of policy described by Kenneth

Bode. There has been only a little consistency in dealing

with military coups among allies. As far as Western Hemisphere

coups were concerned, there was a general acceptance of the

events as more or less business as usual. In a haphazard

manner some disapproval of military coups was expressed

from time to time, but generally military governments found

acceptability for minimal democratic promises. By shear

numbers the Latin American coups set a standard for the

method of reaction to coups. That standard was an effort

to get promises to restore democracy but with no real
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standardized policy-. In the case of 1967 Greece, an initial

attempt to interfere was dropped in the name of non-inter-

ference and the safety of the alliance. The policy seemed

reasonable and profitable at the time, yielding a stronger

Greece militarily and a convenient homeport agreement. The

fruit of the policy of letting Greece rely on its own devices

was an eventual weakening of the alliance. The aimless

policy, which had been general, narrowed and became a meandering

policy toward Greece.

The Democratic President Johnson tended to be more in-

clined toward the policy of embargo, and the Republican Nixon

seemed more amiable to direct dealings with the Greek junta.

Under the Nixon Administration the embarrassment of dealing

with the Colonels was at its highest level. The focus of

the embarrassment was the carrier task force homeport in Athens

hich backfired fror the beginning. Once established, the

homeport was not in the hoped-for location, and when the

Colonels collapsed, the agreement collapsed, and the full

participation of Greece in NATO went with them. By contrast,

the Johnson boycott seemed to work at least superficially. The

embargo put the United States on the right side of the coin

as far as Greek public opinion was concerned. Ideology, then,

apparently played a part in the approach of the two American



Executives toward the Greeks. Nixon seemed to be the
more pragmatic of the two men with poor long term results.
Johnson appeared to be the more ideological, being less
willing to comfort the Colonels. Neither man, however,
showed a determination to endanger the alliance in order
to discipline Greece.

A coherent policy for dealing with military coups
among allied nations might have prevented some of the
policy which left the American position in Greece so
tenuous. The strategic location of Greece negated the
absolute abandonment or boycott of the country, but the
initial Johnson policy of cool diplomacy combined with the
necessary aid might offer the only solution short of outright
intervention, as the Soviets did in Czechoslovakia. In
spite of the study of the Department of State indicating
the inefficacy of the embargo as a political tool on allies,
that policy at least afforded some credibility to the public
policy of seeking a return to democracy. 'Consistency and
credibility are valuable resources in the implementation of
foreign policy.

Secretary of State Kissinger summed up the problem
that the United States faces in all such situations:
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One of the troubles of the Western Societiesis that they are basically satisfied with the statusquo, so that when you have governments like the pre-vious government in Portugal, or the previous govern-ment in Greece, the tendency is not to change it,

I think that's a mistaken conception. But whatcomes after is so uncertain--and we really lack aphilosophy for how to shape a new political evolution--that one tends to leave well enough alone.

We have no philosophy to deal with this situation.
There is not even a successful past pattern. Knowing that
military governments do not tend to be permanent, that such
governments either evolve or revolve into something else and
usually in a relatively short period of time, the construction
of long term policy must be based on dealing with the people
of a nation, calling for a sophisticated understanding of
their real desires. The immediate military government is
almost always transitory in nature, and, though there may be
a temporary advantage to supporting it, one must be concerned
with the long term effect of such support on the alliance
system. Determining the will of the people is difficult,
especially in countries where democracy is not an established
tradition. However, adherence to a strict policy toward
these countries may be less important in non-democratic
allies than in those with democratic tradition. Greece with
twenty-three years of democratic tradition and multiple

"Secretary Kissinger Interviewed for the New York Times,"United States P artment of State Bulletin LXXI, (NovemberIT 3 15-7T)T773h'oI __. _
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spokesmen for the dead democracy, should have provided an

opportunity to establish a standard for dealing with the

death of a democracy in an allied state. The effective

non-policy which resulted from lack of bureaucratic cooper-

ation and Executive-Congressional battling over the issue of

Greece were detrimental to long term American policy.
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